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Abstract 
Title of thesis: Myth and Legend in As 1. La;y: J2iin_g 
Name: Ernest Jaeger 
Thesis Directed By: '. \ . James RQ Frakes, Pnofessor of English / 
-"' 
-.-This study examines the ways in v1hich Faulkner used epic 
and mock=epic, quest romance, Christian legend and fertility 
myth in his novel As 1 La~ Dying, published in 19300 
Perhaps the most conspicuous external parallel in As I Lay 
Dying is that of the traditional epic journeye The novel 
I presents us with a procession-of ragged hillmen carrying Addie 
Bundren's body through fire and flood to the cemetery in Jeffer-
sono Each of the Bundrens handles the problem of death in his 
o-wn Wa;f 9 and in this sense .. each -member is tested by· the 9rdeal · of 
· fire and watero In portraying the sacri.fices and trials of the 
--·~------- Biindren family in carrying out the· wishes of the dead- mother,~ 
' 
. 
' - Faullqler creates an epic .journeyo •; ~ •. ..,c, 0 However~ he undermines the 
. . .· . . . . ... · .. · , · · .. 0 ------------·--- -- ---··-· .. - --~-
----; - ---
---
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.-character and depr,iving tne 'trip of _a:ny intrinsic value beyond_·· . '_ , ' • • . . , . . _, • •• •• (} • 
,;·.'I;' • 
·· .. the fulfillment of ··the ·immed':i.at~ ··group aimso 
· Northrop Frye er£ · analysis o:f the romantic quest in ''~thos 
of St1J»rner: · Romance'0 - presents inani points whicn are pa~·a;Lleled .-· ·, 
· by ,A§~ 1 'Lgz J2;Yingo. ·. Such a comparison mak_es it possible· to regard 
. 
. 
. the novel· as ari ironic inversion of tl;le · traditional quest., romanceo' -.· ' , -·· • 
• (J . 
. 
. 
. inversion of' 'the quest is apparent in i tw object, the . 
-J. ' ' . . . 
·-' .. 
. . 
1_: '-•', --::-- • 
~---··-.............. -·--
_. __ . __ --------·· ------
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lll 
characters vvho talee par·t in it, the incj_dents, and the pre#=$ 
cious objects and symbols associated vii th the ritual, and. the 
results finally achievedo 
The Christ story is confidently and successfully used by 
Faulkner in As .J. Lay D~i .. ng, pe1~haps even more so than in 
Sanctuar:t> Some of the allusions to Christ in the story are 
ironicG Another Biblical story, echoes of which seem to be 
( 
heard in the novel, is that of Noah and the Floodo Most of 
the references to the story are also ironic o Fur·ther Christian 
symbolism is revealed in the significance of the village o:f 
New Hope-o Faullmer' s concept of sin offers contrasts and 
similarities to the Christian concept of sino The statement 
of' Vardaman, 0 my mother is a :fish,°' links Addie's death to the 
Christian sacrifice in communiono 
When the epic journey involves a visit to some kind of 
underworldil as it does in As 1 La:i Dying,·it is closely related 
---· · ·to the Demeter=Persephone=Kore mytho The association with 
. ' -
Demeter=Persephone=Kore in As I La.y · Dying- lends--meaning and 
importance to the death of Addiei} to Dewey Delles pregnancy • I 
. -- -·-· -·- .. ' .. '. - - ... -- . . . -
- -· .:, -,. 
-·------··--·-·· · ·_ and to Cora Tull 0 "s·· obse(3sive concern with salvation and res ... 
., 
urrectiono The _novel, in. offering~·symbol-ic parallels· to Demeter- · ... 
. . .,, .. 
. . 
Persephone==Kore, also-- presen_ts· i~onic inversi·ons -of ,, the mytho 
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Chapter I: Introduction 
There are many sources for Faulkner 11 s use o:f myth and 
legend in As 1 La~ Dying, published in 19300 Faulkner drew 
upon Biblical, classical, and medieval myth and legend for 
allusion, metaphor, symbol, and often irony~ 
Perhaps Faul1:ner's richest source· was the Bible, with 
which he was very familiaro 1 Faulkner seems to have used the 
Biblical versi·on of Christ Os passion most :frequently Q He . 
also ref'er·red . often to the· story of Eden, and occasionally 
to those of Abraham'- _and Isaac, David ·and Absalom, Joseph and 
his bro the rs,. and many more o 2 
Another great source was classical mythologyo Faulkner · 
was familiar with Homer, the Greek playwrights~ Latin poets, 
...... -·-····- ---~ ... -····.···· ·- and the works· of such classical anthropologis:ta as . Sir James ·-
( 
i . Frazeri, Jane Harrison, and Gilbert Murrayo 3 Alth~ugh Faulkner 
(. 
le:ft no public r_ecord of ever having _read The Golden Boughi)- .. · 







,I' .· .· .• ·. . 
. . . . . . . . . ... . . . . . . . • .. . . . 
. 
. •. \ · .. -· -· ·'.--:~-·--.:··- ·-··_· ·· -- · ··collins'j)· ·speaking· before the .Ameri_can Literature Section of ~ . . . . •. . ' . - . . . . . 
.. 
. . , . . . . . ' ' ·• . ~- ~ . ' . 
•. ( . - . ' ) 
· ... •· -· .. :::·· _;_ c, -~--c--~-------~- the-- Modern· ·Lariguage As~oc:ia tion on Deciemoer· 2s·~·'. 1967·;- --referfed . 
. . .· . . . . . .· . ,· . \ ' . . ' ' . .· . '.' ' . . . . . . . ' . ' . ' . >\_ . . ' . , . . . . . . .,.,..· ' •, .... 
· ·· · --to facts. of Faulkner 0 s life t:ontained in private· papers to · 
·-
. 
whie'h he had been givenaccesSo. Re6orded among these·papers 
was the fact that Faulkner·did read Sherwood Andersonis one-. , 
. p ' · · ·----.. -· ; ____ ~Volume edi ti.On of The Golden Bpugh while he was living in • 
•-_,,. 
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Anderson's BJ)ar·tment in Ne\v Orleans in 19250 4 This revel-
ation proves helpful in evaluating the use of the Demeter-
Persephone-Kore myth and imagery dravm from fertility legend 
and ritual by Faulknero 
In his writings, Faulkner also used medieval lore and 
literature, especially the legend of the Holy Grail, which 
he got from a number of sources, including To So Eliot's The 
Waste Land and probably Jessie Lo Westonvs From Ritual to 
Romance e 5 
A :few critics have suggested that Faulkner at some po-int 
in his early career may have encountered To S$ Eliot's essay 
f 
I 
00Ulyssesl' Order and ?zyth~ n published in Dial .in November, ·19230 
In this essay Eliot recommended the mythical method~ 
In using the +n3'th, in m8Ilipulating a continuous ,,j 0 
. 
• 
. • 0 
. 




. •\ .. 
Mro Joyce is_ pursuing a method which othe]:'-~. mµ~t --------·~-.. ·-·-:-.:_~-7 -~----~--.,....!'-..,,.-·,-·-·:·-
pursue after himooooit iseooa way of controlling, 
of ordering, of giving a shape and a significance.· 


















--- . ...::-.. · etbnology",and The Goldeii Bough have C()X).(!urred_to ____ c:'._= __ _:_=__,_, ___ ---_____ -____ ···--- -- -- - ..... ----··--··· .. _ ........... -, . . -·-- - . -·,-·· .. _ ·-· ........ ----------~·- .. . . 
. . . 
-.. . .... , ' ... ,. :-.' ·. J . . . 
- -· ---- ···---·---- - -
------- ····- .-
···make possible what ·was impossible even a few years __ · . . ' 
. 
· agoo· ··Instead of narrative metho9.,, ·we may -~se the · 








discuss the ways • ·v,hich Faulkner used .. ep1.c and mock-..epic, in 
quest ·romance, Christian legend, and fertility myth .. in the 
11ovelo 
,.,.--,' 
-----·---=---..:.._.--;~:, - . - . ~------
---,-----'--------~ ~- - --~- . -----------
~- .. -. --- -- ···--. 
___ _:_ ___ ..... - ___ : ______ ._-~-,---------·------ ,:- --
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Chapter II: Epic and Mock-Epic 
Tl1e most conspicuous external parallel in As 1. L~ Dying 
is that of the traditional epic journeyo Faulkner remarks 
in his Paris Review interview: 
It was simple in that all o~ the material was 
alreAdy at handooooI simply imagined a group of 
people and subjected them to the simple universal 
catastrophes, which are flood and fire, with a 
simple natural motive to give them direction in 




As 1 Lajz Dying presents us with a procession of ragged~ 
depraved hillmen carrying Addie ~wia:fen°s body through water • 
'I Sild fire to the cemetery in Jeffersonj while others flee from. 
the smell of the decaying body and buzzards circle overheade 
As· a legend 9. the novel reseinbleS'-tbe journey of the medieval 
soul through redemptione 2 
- ---- ~---
--- ----- --
"''\' The journey bee'?~~~, -~-~-----'~~bol_i_c · _j_our~eys ___ tend- --to----do ,-- a-----_----_--~--~-~-----: -~-----------·-------------------------- - - - - - --- - . 
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... ·. 
' 
--~~rik~ng image -of man in, the fi~s·t da;ys ·of_ --~;ti~----~Q~iq __ ~g ____ tf!e _____ ~~~-:--~:~-·· -__ .. -' - ~1 . ------ :i . . _________ _; ______________ --- - - -~----·--·- -- ------~-----~----=---~-~ - .- - , , 
. 
L· 
--------------------, uribe8rSbie-~:i.mP;~;;i;rJ. of' his :rinal do0m .. ~ . The·.novel seems. to . i: . ~. . ' - ''\ 
•., 
place the action at . ti."ie beginnillg or the end of time~ As in 
.. 
the Biblical v~rsion of Creation and the /end o:f' the world» the · ' '. 
. . ;, 11ni verse is shaken:- ,_. : . ",. ~ 
' ·• '.._, I 
- :/ . . - -
. -
... .., ... 
-~ . , 
. ,• -:-".. 
., 
,: 4 
. ..,_ ... _._ ·~ .. .. 
- ,-/··· 
. . 
. . :. .. ~ ~- ".• 
. . ., .. 
.·1: 
,,._ 
. I • "'- : . r • . 
" . - . \: - : 
11 • 
,I· i . • ' ·.; ' 
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5 
The barn v,ent swirling up in little red pieces.) 
against the sky and tl1e stars so that the stars 
moved back~1ardc 4 (213) 
The novel moves with parallels and repetitions of this scene: 
The sun, an l1our above the r1orizon, is poised 
like a bloody egg upon a crest of thunderbolts; 
d 
I the light has turned copper: in the eye portentous, 
in the nose sulphurous, smelling or lightnings (39) 
The absurd and the terrible are strangely joinedo It is like 
the world project~d in Hebraic prophecy and vision: the place 
exists as the stage of unique and terrible judgmentso V/hen 
the rains camei the world of fallen man seems destroyedo The 
ordinances of human life seem destroyede The characters move 
into a new world, coming up from the water as if' they came 
- ,------ ------ · - from the bottom of the· earthc 5- 1 
. . 
a •" • • 
t 
• • 
·. The great static obstacle in the book is the death of Addie 
.. ---- ----~·-c-·-----~-c:'.c~--~-~--~--:-Bundren, - the mother o -· Each o~ the children whose lives originate 
in her £eels threatened or cut off by her deatho Each of them 
. 
. 
. ' ., . ~-. ,. . . .. '. 





·_ experience=~words, action, @d 9C?P,t_eniplation-=-c=are implemented,_ · , __ .-: ______ · I 
, 
-
_...,-----~--~ - • 
-~'-----~--=--~l'Wt.,-b-y=t.fte:-s,ey'l:e, :::.but~=b-y-·i.tte"."S'e-L"i'e'S''°"cff=-gv-'-entS"==-wrt~WhTotr-t~-==-·-~~-· ~---~-----
' .
. no me~$_ identiealo . As,, Dro ·_Peabody sugges-ts, the death is ·a · ·•. · 
·.,. I • - - .. , . t 
' p~rsonal and private matter: 
' . 
-- I can remember how when I .. was· ·young ·r believed. death 













to be a phenomenon of the body; now I know it to 
be merely a function of the mind--and that of 
the minds of i:.he ones v,ho suf:fer the bereavement$ 
The nihilists· say it is the end; the 1"unctamental~ 
is ts, the beginning; v1hen in reality it is no more 
than a single tenant or :family moving out of a 
tenement or a to\vn(> (42-43) 
Peabody's thoughts here correspond with an idea previously 
s.tated by Darl: 0 It ta1Ces t,vo people to make you~ and one 
people to dieo That's how the v1orld is going to end. 19 (38) e 
It is Addie, not as a mother, corpse, or promise, ·but as an 
element· in the blood o:f her children who domiriates the com= 
plex psycnological reactions of the~familyo Their motivation 
lies within her.life;, for she is the so'f'ce of' the·tension 
and latent violence which each of them feels within himself 
. 
·and expresses in his contacts with the rest·of' the i~i1y,, 6 . 
- - -· - -___ _:__ ~-· --;'--.----· -· .. -·- - . 
It is clear that each of the Bundrens handles the problem 
' '-· 
. · ··of de~th in his own way. In this: sense each.member· of the • I 
- --·-- --- ~---- -
- --- --~----------------·-·-·-------··-




-. honor -receives heavy stress.,·.in this ·novelo There·:)iS a strong 
·.~. 
· -~mpnas1s-on the ne~a :9:r·'·a··m.a.Ie'-tO prove hiriiS8i:f~---yt :i.S not---,---:-- ······· ---- . -~ . 
! -· 
·enough to simply:' bury Addie. reverently ancl .:with_ some show of~ - -- -- -----··· ----. ~ _· 
.·· 
. ' 
· deCent grief o ~he promise ~hich" Addie. has exacted must be 
•'.· ..... 
. . . . 
. \ ' . . ". ' 0 . . ' '. 
. _·. '' honored to_ .the le(tter~ come fire 9r_ flood0·· · Her body mu~t be -· ,' . : . 
••c, 
' ' 











' ·,. •.. ., . . __ ·-· 
J) 
\' 
- __ _. __ .:..._ ·-~-- --=·- --:··--1------.-· 
;' \ 
. ' 
,.-· . ., - ·._ 
.-I'. ·• ' ' 
. -:..._· ----·-··--- __ ..... , . 
. '. ' 
- -------~--------~--
. 
. .. ----···· . ·:--- -.-----·--. -
__ ,, --.. ---·-I - ::,·mt=n::'·-· I I 1_ M ::----'=:r -- l_=-.....F."3> 5.c, O··•ds tz C:, I I ,---- ~- · J - - CD:J uq;zt9 i 














place; no circumstance, not even the most frustrating, is 
allowed to cancel this obligationo 7 Two of the children, 
Casl1 and Jev,el, exhibit tru~e heroism--Cash in his suffering 
snd Jewel in l1is brave actions() Both go :far beyond ·the claims 
of rationality and common sensea Darl, their brother, does 
noto His role is that of critic of the action1 who does not believe in honoro Darl is the one who knows the trutho He is 
aware of the secret motivations of the various members of the familyo He is able to intuit that Jewel is only a half=brother 
and that Dewey Dell is pregnante He is also aware that he has 
not shared so fully in his mother's love as have Jewel and ·cash0 In burning the barn Darl makes ·his last attempt to recognize 
-
the debt of love and _to frustrate Addie 0 s prideo However1) Jewel's heroism in rescuing the burning ·coffin thwarts Darl's 
attemptse 
Between the ordeal by v,ater. and the ordeal by fir·e, Addie· 
- ------: -----' -- - -




. • .. • 
~,S 
: dren completely defined0 ~. : ,_. · 
..... -_ ............ -------------.----~'---.··· ~~~~~-.'.-:-. ---· ·---~~----j • --- -- --- -· ---- ------ - ------ - ------ ------- ·-· -
·. . [1 
. -~:..~~~~~----~---·-:--:A:aa·1e 0s iiiOilofOglle -~hows an. awareness t?f the difference 
· (j . ( ~ 
-
, . 
. ... b~tween_ empty and significant ritual£? ·framed· iii terms of the ~ , · 
···either an intens8ly felt l"eali ty or merely ·a, conventional f'Orm 
of speech:· 
:1 f J ;. \ .. d 
!,-.0 
· . .(. 
/)1· ):, . 
Vi H (I 
. f1i 
--·------ ______ .. ___ . 
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Tl1at was when I learned that v,or·ds are no good; 
that words dent ever :fit even \vhat tl1ey are trying 
to say ate Q O oI knev1 that fear \"l8S invented by some-
one that had never had tl1e fear; pride, v,ho never 
had the prideeooo 
He tAnse1 had a word, tOOo Love, he called ita 
But I had been used to words for a long timeo I 
knew that that word was like the others; just a 
shape to :fil.l a lack; that when the right time came, 
you wouldn't need a word for that anymore than for 
pride or f'earoooeI would think how words-go strE+ight 
up in a thin line, quick and harmless, and how 
• terribly doing goes along the earth, clinging to it, 
. so that after a while the two lines are too far apart 




--other; -and that sin and love and .fear are· just sounds 
7 ~ 
. 
- --~ --- ·--.. - - - - ·- --
hi.a grie~, Cash, Dar l ~ and J·~wel react to their . mother O s de·ath .. . - .,, ·- ... -. -
•' •- through. actions whicfl ·:frequently· come in conflict with accepted 
· forms of behavi·oro. · Words need not· be empty -if they are grounded.:_ 
_., 
- - ···-- -- . 
- - -_ ' 




in non~verbal experienceo It is ·v1l1en this condition is not 
met that v1ords tend to be separated from and ultimately to 
replace the acto 
Addie's upward line of the futility of words is similar 
to Anse vs concep·tior1 of man as a static non-being, \vhich is 
expressed in r1is reluctance to talce to the roa.d: 
000I told her it want no luck in it, because the 
Lord put roads for travelling: ~hy He laid them 
ctovm flat on the eartho Vlhen He aims for some= 
thing to be always a-moving, He makes it longways, 
like a road or a horse or a wagon, but when He 1 
aims ·ror something to stay put, He makes it up-and~ 
dovm ways 9 like a tree or a mano ~ e eBecause -if He 11 d 
a aimed for mari to be always a-moving and going . . 
somewheres else, wouldn°t He a put him longv,ays on 
his belly~ like a snake? It stands to reason He 
wouldo (34~35) 
- --~-·-- '-- - . - --------- ·-~- ·--- - --
. ... . .- .... .. ·• .. •."'I.·-·:'.",' ...... :,'._... .. _ :..-::·.'..: ... :, :._ - -
. - . 
• 
•• 
,.. ¥ • 
• • • • - •• 
• 
u -Addie and Anse represent_/the · two polar. :opposites of' action · __________________  - -- -- - . - . . . - ··-· - . . . - . - . . . 
-- . -- -- ---- - --c-· --
--· - . . . . ·-·---·-'.·-- ---- --. ----- - - . . - . J 
and words, which must be joined _if their ~elationship ·is to be · · · . . - , __ .... .-.'. ., .. , ... _· __ ··_ -- .. ,... . ... . 
- ~ {'"j"·' 
. . . . . l . meal)ingfulo ~e wor~ by its-elf~ le~ds to_: ~---P-~f§.:Lysis_ of th~----
· -·----·····- ---
-- ---
- --- - --
-- -·-· ,.,,_ ··.-· --_-
-------·- --
. -- - ----
----·-- -·-----·------------ - -. .-·· --------·-----·---··--·--·--·-
-- --
' 
- ------· ----ability. to feel and act';. ~t~~~-·aci-·-oy-itselt~results~--iri-~-~excess~ve, .- :· 
. · uncontrolled responses to v·aripus stixnulii, both internal ~d _ 
·. -
-,, externalo . A~di(? and· Anse are not aJ:>le to e:ffect ,t-his~ fusion 
(. 
- _ <;>f word and · acto Ahse_ feels no rieed- to establish a p~rso~al 
. 
• 'JJ. . . 
·. relationship which- would, give significance t_o the ritual -·o:r·· , 
n. 
·i 
• '. •' ·; '·-• ,-·,···~-- I 
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marr·ia.ge and tl1e \vords 0 11usband" a.nd 0 v,ife .~ 0 I-Ie is blind 
-to Addie's intense desire for life and to her conviction that 
language is a grotesque tautology which prevents any real 
commWlicationo 9 It becomes ironic that Addie, who could not 
make Anse a doer in life, must employ the \Aiords she has des-
paired of to cause an action on his part after her deatbo He 
is forced by his oath to take the road through flood, fire, and 
the smell of decaying flesholO 
In portraying the sacrifices and trials of the Bundren 
:family in carrying out the wishes o:f the dead mother, Faulkner 
creates an epic journeyo However, he undermines the heroic 
I atmosphere by revealing hidden personal motives of each char~ 
acter and ··depriving the trip o:f any .intrinsic valu·e beyond the·· 
fulfillment of the immediate group aimso Faulkner invests the 
entire work with a kind of moc.k~epic structure employing both_ 
the serious and the burlesque, the meaningful and the absuro .. 11 
On the surface the novel might appear to contain contra= 
, · · dictions ,.-~~ . tone .. whi.~.h __ WQ.µ:J.d ,b.e ~esponsible for the mockGQepic : · · . . , " ,., ... ,,,. );:,';.;:.,):!·'.".'',;--•:,r.•,:,.'<'i,:.:?{.. , .. .· .• (, :'.·,,:,,·,,.·,,,. •\;, ,,:.,..''· ::· :·.·•, . . •,-.,. . .',. , 
, . , , 
- ·. :. . ·, - .. =~~;-·-.... ~- ..: 
'·-
;·.::::. I 
effecto It. is. true that the surface of the · Bundren life ----"·-~----------;~----.-~---
' . 
· .shows squalor~ crassness, selfishness, ~d stupi·dity,_ but 
· · .. · benea:~p the surf'ac~ . are depths Of' ·powerful passi0n ana po~try~ · ........ ( ... --• i\...__ . ·-· --·--· .. -'--,,-,-,,~~,,-,.,,-..  .-,-'--,,,---,,-_ ---,-~=---'c-=-. . · .--:c--ccc-;c·-:--c~·-... ;-;c;,-·c=cc===:-c'":c-'::7'"-·:··-c-·:c-c-: · ·· · ··' · ····· ··· ·· -:··- · ·-
~=· Thi.arabness·ot·the ~urf'a~;-:i~· a guarante~ .of' the· g~uineness. 
of the passion., · These characters are not rhetoricians WhO . . --, 
' 
-
talk· themselves. into·. their peelings@ · Da.rl possesses the poetry .~ 
. 
. 
·· .. of· mad~ess; Vardaman,, the po~try ot a _child@, But .the ·others 
/). 
. . , . 
. 
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are almost inarticulateo The two brothers \vl10 dare most and 
suffer most, Jewel and Cash, lack the vrordiness that Addie 
despisea ... 12 
0 As I J_iay Dy:i_ng is not a mock-epic in the traditional 
sense o:f possessing a style too grandiose for the actiono The 
element of comedy does not pervade such isolated passages as 
Addie Bundren' s monologues or the scenes in v1hich Darl struggles 
to escape madnesso But the over~all contrast between the public 
and private reality produces a comparable ef:fecto 1113 
The journey :from beginning to end becomes a travesty of 
the ritual of interment'° As Addie suggests, any ri,tual can 
become a travestyi even though it has been sanctioned in its 
fixed order from the beginning of timeo Because there is no 
virtue·attached to the repetition 0£ its words and gestures, 
it·.·is .the individual who must give meaning and life to ritual 
\·_,, by recognizing its symbolic function~. · The spirit which should 
give. meaning to Addie 0 s funeral is either absent~· as in Anse 
-or Dewey Dell~ · or in conflict with the character 1 s personality, ... -·_; _· ---~· ___ , ___ -- . . ~ . ·-· 
· . . 14 
· · ··. · as"in Cash and Darl~ . The series of catastrophes· which befall- __ ·---·.-,- '·--·-· ___ ., ·-··-·-- - - --
... the Btmdrens become a· source o·f; gr'c)tesque hum.ore . Only. when, ·we .. : ·.· , 
. r, 
. ' ' . 
'· . ·T"-r.,.· - - ---~..-
. ,· 
.... · ·--c·--·-··~---~- ..•• · .... s~BPat-Er--4.he~-ind:i:vi-duaj;·0 m-o-t;tVes·0 of·tne···~cfiar"aCteiS-fr0ni-···th0-·--.-'\··~------·--·-- -, ··---·-
.. 
publi·c ritual does this humor become appa.rento We must also 
• >, 
+ .- .• ~ ' ... 
- ·---~-· ... -
. , d.i~ep.gage the ;x,·itual :from _its symbolic function to clearly ·-·- ________________ .,.;_____ . 
, .. 
0 '-1 
. see the. comic· ai3pect · of the · novelo ·. .. 
. , . .·. ' . • ' .' • . . . . - , ·.. 
_, -.. . ... r;y . . . ~\':. . 
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participated. in and supervised by the neighbors as v1ell as 
the familyo On this level Addie is simply the corpse which 
must be disposed of in accordance with the established ritual 
of intermentc The Bundrens are expected to assume the tra-
ditional role of mourners, a r8le carrying with it unspoken 
rules of propriety and decorumo 15 Only Anse, for whom Addie 
A never truely existed as an individual, finds such a role con-
genialo In the public affair of the_ funeral Anse takes on 
what to him is a meaningful r~leo Making the proper responses 
to expressions of grief, Anse appears to honor Addie 9 s requesto 
He enjoys refusing to let his neighbors talk him·out of the 
trip to.Je£~ersone He explains to Tull, "'I give my promise 
oeoeShe is counting on it 0 "' (133)0· .Anse enjoys this display 
of honor because he thinks that it will· cost him nothing0 
• 
Although he does lose a. team of mules, he induces Jewel to make, 
11p part of the cost of replacing themo . Anse i·s the selfish 
roan who ha.s a ~ifetime .habit of leaning on other people€) He· 
knows that he can depend on his. children to make goo·d. his. . . 
0 
. . - - ., .. 
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· irony- 1s most apparent in the··scene of Add1e 8 s burialo . H~ying·_ -. 
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. • tiono fI~s words and b~s . sentimen,ts ~e apprOpriat~ to . the · · .. · . 
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' ~ ....... , 
" . 
• g:,•p I• ,e,r 
1tie somebody you v,as young \Ni tl1 and you gr·ov,ed 
old in ner and she grov1ed old ir1 you, seeing the 
old coming on and it was tne one somebody you 
could hear say it dont matter and know it was 
the truth outci-1 the hara v,orld and all a man's 
grief and trialso You all dont know~ (224) 
This is simply a verbal sincerity wnich is unrelated to the 
act and therefore to the "kind of truth that arises out of 
and touches the heart directly and immed.iatelyo"16 Lacking 
this truth, his words constitute a burlesque of all oereavemento 
I His lament ror Addie is followed by his unwillingness to buy . 
a shovel to dig her gravee Thatl::e is not motivated by loy€\lty 
to his dead wife is demonstrated by his quick marriage at the 
· end of the novel o He is driven by a desire to get his Hmouth . . 
• 
fixed whereooohe could get Godas ovm victuals as'a man should" 
. ._ (36).e Anse becomes a comic _figure also because his inertia 
or hesita.tion to change an original plan is even stronger than--- · __ ·. 
"bis love of s~lfo· 
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· tha.t the second bridge over '.:the· swollen river is out, she. turris ,._ · ' - 1·. 
I. 
· · · ' her eyes to .AnSe in f'ea.r that he will. deCide not to go on: , ."\.... ' 
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u 'You promised hero o o QShe wouldn't go until you prom.isede 
Sl1e tl1ought she could depend on you0 · If you dont do it, 
it \vill be a curse on you• 0 ( 109) o De\vey Dell speaks very 
unselfishly here, but her real motive is wholly personale 
Her acceptance of the second drugstore clerk's argument that 
a second fornication will negate the consequences of the first 
is not in itself comic, but is rendered so by a deliberate 
excess pf pathos, and by the girl's passivity., 17 
Cash; who becomes the most unfortunate victim of chance 
--.,, 
arid human stupidity, is a~so a primary source of comedye Of 
I Cash 0s five monologues, the first three are extremely short 
comments in the carpenter's art of building the .-coffin or 
· crossing the rivero The fourth is a rationalization for send-
ing Darl to the asylum~ and the fifth ends the novel with 
.. 
,. 
general sa_tisfaction at the way everything· has turned~ out. 
- . -----··• ·----- ·--·.-·C-.-•-•··-• --- • ..... 
• ( Cash Os efficiency in building the c·offin. and directing 
-
. 
. · the river crossing is purchased wi ~h ~~- .. la~.t vesti.ge _:Of:-.human .... ,.,.:.,,.;"'C"~;::·>,{ . . ... ', . ,,,,.~., ~ . . . .. ~ -~· ,_ '. ~· ·.;, ...... '-~, -. 
. , . 
~,-' 
.. -: . , . ... . _. \ ~ . ;. .~·:: - . - : 
-emotiono V!hen asked how far· he _fell .from the church s~eepl~ 
... -... •-----·--.,.s-·,··-----···-
1 
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. i .· .. ·.··.broken againll he assumes· the r~l.e Of' the f'I'uStrated l'ation~list, .·· .. ' ·-
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•forced to·liJZe.in an insane~ world: 
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-~-~ol .ance.t> they would ha,re to 09 · (157)e One ·.of the lD.ost ~idiculous .· ' 1 . • I .• I 
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15 
scenes of the novel occurs v11hen Cash submits to having bis 
leg cast in ordinary concrete merely because his family has 
already purchased the cemento Once be does accept the situ~ 
ation, he cannot help giving his brothers instructions on 
how to do the mixingo Throughout the novel Cash is so caught 
up in questions of theory and technique that he pays no atten= 
tion to the facts of his ovm situationo18 
The emotionally charged Jewel is the antithesis of Cash 
in personality, but his restless, ungovernable temper renders 
him equally inhumano Although he takes no part in the planning 
I of the trip, he supports it franticallyo The trip twice pro~ 
vides. Jewel with an opportunity for heroic action: he rescues 
-the coffin from the river and from the burning barno. The 
surrender of.his horse toward the purchase of a second mule-
t.eam is a genuine sacri.fice on .. his part to ensure the comple- ._ --c--.-~--. -
tion of the tripQ ~ewel seems too reckless and impulsive to · 
-
accept. the trip as a real ·:rami.ly obligationo Like the_ others, ~-:'·>',-'· · 
.Jewel seems to· adapt to the requirements of each situation· 
· · · ·, · .· . _· . -rather_ . tll~ __ t0,_
0
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. . ' ·madness and childicsh i:o:,.aginationo ' . They are serious witnesses. 
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evaluate i to Darl, ,vho is aivare of the personal moti vatiens 
of, each of the members o:f tt1e family, at tempts to curtail the 
journey by des·troying the coffin@ Al though he is in direct 
conilict with the spirit of the journey, his actions are in 
no way comico Vardaman reacts with childish absurdity to the 
happenings of the tripo He is absorbed in the question of 
personal existence and its relation to·his mothero Through 
an act of childish imagination he tries to deny her death by 
identifying her with a fish that he has seen alive and has 
caughto 
I 
' Observing only the forms of ritual sacririce, the family 
turn the ceremonial acceptance of life into stylized gestures. 
of self-assertion$ As tney move from the rites of death to 
marriage, they move from apocalyptic order to comedy which 
is ·sinister rather than festivec:,c=a triumph of that which is 
pop-eyed, duck-shaped, and has the hang-dog looke 20 
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Chapter III: Ironic Quest 
Northrop Frye's analysis of the romantic quest in '0]J!ythos 
of Summer: Romance 111 presents many points which are pax·alleled 
by As l Lal Dyingo As a result, a comparison of the novel with 
the traditional struoture of the quest romance would seem log= 
icalo nrnterpretation of As I La,y Dying as an ironic inverm 
sion of the quest romance serves to reconcile diverse elements, 
to clarify patterns of action and. functions o:f· characters.j and 
to invest. the whole with meaning wnicb. corrects s·entimental \ 
misc-c?nceptions and sot'tens the savage irony apparent to those 
who shunsentimentalityo 112 The inversion or perversion ·of the ( 
quest is apparent in.~i ts object, the characters who take part 
in .it~ the incidents, and the precious objects and symbois (. 
associated with the ritual~· and the results finally achieved • 
In As l Lay ~ing the dreams for which the characters seek 
---··"'·---·--- -
... 
· fulfillment and the . time of the journey, July ll° furni~h · a parallel 
.... , 
._· to the quest romance, which Frye describes as nneare·st of. all ________________ . , 
' ----- -·· .- ·- ·---- -,---- ------·--·····--··· 
. ' -
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. ·· libido ol'.', desiring Self' for .a fulf'illm.ent that will deliver .· ·· •···· . , · · I . . . . . . 
. . . . I ..... ·.· .· • ... ·· · it :from the ®Xietfes o:f' reality, while still containing tnat . , 1 
! 
_; 
· realf ty"' 4 ··· Each of th~ JJ1ain · characters · in As I ,La;z. ~iJ?.g has ·. 
• 
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a dreame Anse v1ants nevi teeth and a nevi v,ife; Cash l1as saved 
money for a "graphophonen; De\veir Dell ,,,ants bananas and an 
abortion; Vardaman wants a toy train in a store vvindO\Vo Darl 
and Jewel, the rejected and the favorite sons, are the only 
ones concerned with the object o:f the quest, the burial of 
Addieo 
The setting of the novel further illustrates ironic inver= 
sion of the quest romanceo The Mississippi countryside in 
July should have some idyllic qualities,, despite the ·heato 
However, the flood breaks the idyllic·summer calm~ and the heat 
I causes the procession to· be enveloped in the stench of the 
decaying bodye From death to burial, Addie with her attendants 
becomes a nine-day wanderero. As mentioned in the previous · 
chapter, the journey becomes a travesty of the.ritual of inter-
. mento 
-Instea~ of a treasure to be found or a prize to·be won, 
· there is A~die 0 s· body, which must b_e buriedo The characters, 
though not so sharply polarize~, _or so simply dravm as in quest 0-
.. 
·. 
· ·, · ' . ' . · . • 
· 
· · 
' -;, · o · 
· · · ' 
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~ -- -· . . __ .-_.:.:.._ ___ - _:_ __ .---- .-----~·-····- -- -- - - .. 
Instead of saving a sleeping" bea~ty ~·. the .b.ero, Jewel 9. buries ·-. --···--···---·-········· ----- ·------------·------ - ---· ·------····----·"-"··-··-····-···· ------·· ···---···· -- -- ··,;, . •-- . . - .. --··· - .. -
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·· .·· :inel) is ~ls(;) the mother :figure., 5 Howeverl) she is not ~e wi.§Ell .. - __ :~~ .·. . - . . . ···- - ·-- _.. . 
·- --· ···----··----- . ..~-- ....... -. -· '., . ~ · l(:.?> .. . mother o:f roma.ncef "often the lady for whose ~ake or at ·whose.· · ·.·· . ·. . . . 
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who rejects . her second_ son and gives· Vardamsli. and D.ewey Dell .. 
,,. .. 
~· 




to Anse to make up for tl1e child she had robbed him of and 
to negate JewelQ She is a true mother only to Jewel. 
If Addie is the ulady of dutyn t,o Anse and her family, 
7 Anse 's second v1ife is ·the "lady of pleasure," though she is 
less seductive than ber prototype~ 
As the husband of Addiej the ironic counterpart of the 
wise-mother figure, Anse is the unwise old man, the white 
king to Addie's white queeno Darl 0 s description of Anse lean-
ing over the deathbed of Addie recalls mysterious sages. like 
Merlin~ 
Pa leans above the bed in the twilight, his 
huniped silhouette partaking of that owl-like 
quality of awry-feathered, disgruntled outrage 
within which lurks a wisdom too profound or 
too inert for even thoughto (48) 
His ability to secure aid from everyone else while asserting 
C. 
·'his determination not to .be obligated to anyone. suggests magic ,. · 
pqwerso Armst'id says 00 I be durn l."ff" Anse dont. conjure a man . 
... ·-·-·····--------- ~--·--.. ~:, __ : ;--~- _____ :~--··c, •-~~-· (184) e _. Even the .otr1er.·--:-c·haraete:rs regard him_ as the . ···--. ~. 
.... ~·. 
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. he buries· one· wife~ but be ... gets. the. ~econd by his .. o'Vlil;?. efforts,· 
The tradi t·ional 'conflict betw,een father and· S·O?t occurs . i . 
·· · between Anse and Jewelo. It begins at ·the time when Je~el~ by: .. · 
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20 
taking vvork fr,am l1is f1£~sh a.nd blood, according to Anse, earns 
the money to buy tl1e ' r1orse o The true reason for the ill-
feeli11gs is that Jev1el is not .lwse 's son; tl1ough there is no 
indication tl1at Anse is avvare o:f tl1e facto Hov1ever, he is 
a\vare that Jev,el is Addie vs favorite and his rival o 
Cash, the oldest son, is the artificero He forges no 
sv1ord, but the care with \vhich he makes the coffin recalls 
the cra!·tsmanship bf l1is legendary predecessors"' His concern 
for his tools, lost in the flood, is like a hero 9 s concern 
for his Excaliburo 8 
• i The various druggists are the alchemists or magicians 
from whom Dewey Dell seeks the ironic equivalent of a love 
potione The druggi~t in Mottson refuses to use his magic 
powers, because he is a respectable family man and a church 
. ·-- ..... 
membero MacGowan~ the ntricky slave 99 of the druggist in Jeff- . 
, 
. 
arson, fearing the return of his boss from lunch before he 
.. 
.. ~~.·co~ple.te.his. deception·, .. ,arranges,,;for her··-=~turn at night. : 
He is a kind ·of sorcerer Os apprentice whose me·eting with Dewey 
::c 
·~k 
Dell :~:in~. ~ the cellar is left· to the read.er' s · imagina tiono -
. ~ .. . :• . . 
. : . . 





-~---. -  ,,,.,.~.a::-=-.~ ff ____ -- '., -_ - --- poWer or the evil magician,. :fol' she. is both _simple and guilty .. 





. ,hers~lf ·of her chi,ldo · . . ..\ . 
... 
r 
···1·1:n 'the· incidents of· tne_ quest:, the .traditional perils of~·' 
. ' 
I f' • ~ 
.'.: .. , · fir.e .. and w~~er are· .the ones from which Jewel saves· Addi eo_ · Jewel 
. I 
,·-· ---· -----··- ---~--------- ,,-, ., ··--
\ 
: .i ... - . ~-r . 
-I 11 I 
1 
~ --5.iS-·-·zc ·-- .--- · 
.. I I I --~ ---= ~ ::: - - --- ---· ·-·-· ____ ._.::-:--:::-~--
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21 
emerges as the hero of the quest, rulfilling tne promise 
Anse made to bury Addie in JeffersonQ }Ie is the hero of ..• 
"'· 
the myth \vho braves :fire and :t''looa to reach or rescue his 
belovedo The symbolic significance of both the :fire and 
flood goes back :farthe1"1 ttban romance to mytho 
Translated into ritual terms, the quest romance is the 
victory of fertility over the waste lando Fertility means 
food and drink, bread and v1ine~ body and blood, ·the union o:f 
male and :femaleolO The prizes won by the Bundrens all reflect 





vii th the ten dollars which was the price of Dewey Dell \ls urgently 
needed abortion0 His teeth are most obviously asso'ciated \Vi th 
food and eatinge At the end the Bundrens contentedly ··munch 
bananasj the one dream realiz~d by the whole familyo ·Mrs •. 
Tull's cakes, the meal of fish and turnip greens~ and the bas-
· ket of :food carried on the· j'ourney, supplemented by ki·ndly 
- ·-; --~·---··-- ----
:,·~~~-~~-~---------- - hos ts, provide . a. nvmber· of reference-a -to sustain the--food· ritual -''--~-,~~,,"'"~;- , --- - ------ ----- .. -------·- ----· 
. _>- . . • 
until the climax~ the bananase , 
. . 
. . 
• ,.·-.# - .,,: ....... - The first stage ·of the quest is .. the ·myth of_ th"e -h~:ro''.s .. - ---·-··. ··- --- .. , -
. . ' 
•.. birth O This myth i 6 often .. as·so C ia ted. wi·th the ____ fl(.)_~~~ .. aL.~-~_fle ___ :re_g~--:-:. ,_:_·:-·c-:, __ ::: .. ~==~-~---··---·r . . . . . . ' . . . . _ .. ,.--------·~-------·----------:-.... --:-··-·---------··--··------------------------ ----~ - . . ---~-----------~,-----~-,-----~-------·-· .. -- . -· ---.. . . .. - ------r-~· , >~--mar" sym110:r::=ef:t tfie =5~g1iiri.i~g~an,f-ena: ·oi· ;· -cyCi;-::-11 .· The true. . . . . .• . :j- -·. 
. , ' 
teacher, -is a p~eac.hero . ,His wisdom consists in goncealing his_, .. ' 
. gllilt w,hen th~ flood subs ti tut es . a ·travail. by. wa-ter for-. the 
!'J · 
-. 0 I , , \.', )·, < ·o' ... , ... \-•. · confession he had· intended" to make at Addie Os 'bedsideo. ... ... 
\. . 
--·------ ~, --- -------~------~--------·-
____..,__ ..._ .s-=--·-
-
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The second phase of the quest, the innocent youth of the 
hero, is less clearly· defined tl1an the birth-and-parentage 
phase Q The episode of J e,vel 's earning his horse involves more 
than ·the fatl1er-mother-son situation., The assumption of the 
brothers t~l1.at. l1e t1as a girl somewhere proves unfoW1ded, but 
instead of Jewel's showing his erotic innocence by love of his 
sister, he loves his horse (vn1ich-we will see later represents 
his mother)o The green and gold world of youth in romance 
becomes instead a world of daytime slumber or grogginess and 
of nightwork by lantern light, symbolizing the unfruitfulness 
· 12 of Jewel's passiono 
The-actual quest is the third phase of the quest romancee / 
Again, Jewel is its hero~ Instead of the familiar symbol of 
the ark bearing the infant in. a watery landscape, As l Lgy 
Dying has the coffin bearing the mothero Instead of the embryo, 
_____ -·-------------·- _ .a source.- of weal th·, -there. is ,only. the corpse, the -cause to 
Jewel of grief and the loss of' his horse •. The romantic cycle 
. . 
. 
---~ :_:_~_:: ~·-=~<->_..,:J_:_~-· ~ ~--'~-- ;_!;~· -- . ' 
·.is reversed; the water of :tif·e·;··turns 'to the water .of.death; . ' 
. . 
-···-"-··- --· -·-
;:,.._ -. _,·:.·. 
t Sild the·ravens and doves which herald new life become-the ,~, . . . - . /\._";},i <' 
. 
• . 
- • . 
. 
. . . ., 
. . . . . . - . '. • . . . ,- - .. --- _., ··--··-·,,---,·-,-. --! · · buzzardis of Jewel vs quest., 13__ . . . . ' 
• 
I 







· · society· ·is more· or less-·/~v-i.sible thro·ugho-ut. tb:e action ;ns.tead: 
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' ., ~-, -· 
integrity o:f the innocent .~orfd against· :the assault. of experienceo 14. 
i.-·. ' .• 
~- . 
D. 
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Jefferson, the drea.m \vorld of' tl1e Bundrens, proves to be no 
happier society but a world of cheap pleasures, pain, and 
deception0 T.he objects of the -quest are accepted by all but 
Jev1el and Darle In Dev1ey Dell v,e l1ave no invincible innocence, 
but vincible guilto The most significant indication of the 
lack of family feeling, tl1e most ironic aspect of the quest, 
is the omis~ion of any details o:f the burial itsel:f, which, 
if it were the true objective, should have been the climax 
and emotional peak of the novelo Only Cash briefly mentions 
the occurrences at the graveo 
The fi:fth phase, the idyllic, reflective view of experience, 
marked by withdrawal from action, presents experience as 
comprehended and not as a mystery.15 This phase places the 
true lovers on top of a hierarchy of erotic imitationse Faulkner's 
only lovers are Arise and bis new brideo. Hereto~ore~ Anse has 
·/, 
always withdravm from action by getting ,ithers to act for him. 
, 
. . 
In romance the sixth phase· can be discerned by a further · 
- - --- -----~--~ "'' .. :.·:,;,~··-~---·...:.:_• ___ .,._~ :___:...:..·· --
p~_o j e ct ion· into tne futureo The central image of the old man 
-- .. in the tower i.s s~pplied· by Anse on top of his hill~ lis.tening· '-" . 
. -.-,--: ___ .:.:, _____ ..... ~ .·-~ _., --- 1__ 
. l• ... . 
~ . . .. ' . . 
. , .. 
.. 
. · ... to the 00 graphophone~~ 8.Ild eaf;ing:_ with his ·new teetho . . . 
- . ----------- ---------·····--·--·-·-------------·---------- ·-----· ----------------- --- ---•---- -- - -----------·-·-·- ···- ·----- - - ---- ·--- ... -·····-· -- ---- --
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Chapter IV: Christian Legend 
Randall Ste\vart asserts that "Faulkner embodies and 
dramatizes the basic Cl1ristian concepts so effectively that 
he can with justice be regarded as one o~ the most profoundly 
Christian writers in our timeo There is everywhere the con== 
flict between the flesh and the spirito. One finds also the 
necessity of discipline, of trial by fire ~n the furnace of 
af:fliction, and of' sacrifice and sacrificial death 1 of redempc=J 
tion through sacrificeo Man in Faulkn.er is a heroic tragic 
:figure o " 1 
c' ,_.., I would be more inclined to agree with'Cleanth Brooks' 
interpretation of Faulkner's Christian symbolismo Agreeing 
' . 
with Stewart on the· emphasis on discipline~ sacrifice, . and 
redemption, he saysj however, that it would be incautious to 
--- ----- · ··.- call Faulkner Hone o.f the most profoundly .Christian w:ri ters. 
• · in our time n ~ 911Perhaps, it would be safer to say that Faulkner _ 
- -------
- ----·----------·------~---- . 
' ' 
-----~- ... --~··-" • ••w_~··-• .'. -, • .'~,:'. ~-.:.::-··_• 
···_· . is a pro:t~oundiy reli_gious vr.ri te:r; that his characters ·come (> 
· · · . _- out of a Christian er1vironment, · and -representj. "whatever. their 
. .. 
It ' 
:~ · · 
-shortco_mings .and whatever· their·- theological heresies, Ch~i§_:t,_j.~·---·-. -~------·~~-,-1,~ 
__ ----··----













. · ... I'ef'erence t~· · Christi~ premises .. 112 . Faulkn~r; · in his, PariS . ·• 
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¢()(;no one is v,i tr1out Christianity, if" vle agree on 
what v,e mean by tne vvorct"' It is every individual's 
indi vidua1. code of bel1aviour by means of v1l1ich he 
makes himself a better hum.an bein.g th.an his 
nature wants to bej if he followed his nature 
onlyo Whatever its symbol--cross or crescent or 
whatever..--tbat symbol is man rs reminder of llis 
duty inside the bu.man raceo Its various allegor-
ies are the charts against which he measures him-
self and learns to know what he iso It cannot 
teacl1 man to be good as the textbook teaches 
him mathematicso It shows him how to discover 
himself, evolve for himself a moral code and 
_standard within his capacities and aspirations, 
by giving him a matchless example of suffering_· ,.[ 




.; .. ,u ·1' 
---- ----
Faulkner 0 s use of Christian symbolism-does: not make him. a .· . 
· . -'Christian writero His use of Christian symbolism is an indi-



















... -c···'--~~~_;=-~-~---?:.-_:_~:, ---tbe-~1e-ve-1--ox- ~ll\ftlio ____ -·such a reduction works· because the heart·· 
. 
. 
. ·. · · and cen~er of the story. he tells is· not 























Tl1e Clirist story is confidently and successfully used 
in As 1. Lay .D,ying, perhaps even more so than in Sanctuarye 
Some of the allusions to the Christ story are ironico Such 
is the case when Whitfield approaches the Bundrens 1 home 
to confess his fornication with Addieo Whitfield calls 
.. this "the scene of my Gethsemane" (170)0 The :flood makes 
Wnitfield late; he arrives after Addie is dead, and thus 
he hypocritically avoids crucifixion, using Biblical lan-
guage to give thanks in an ironic way: nrt was.His hand 
that bore me safely above the flood,that fended from me 
the dangers of the waters 0 (l?O)o 
Jewel also provides an ironic use of the Christ storyo 
He is the violent one who betrays his brother and loves his 
horse with curseso However, .Addie says, '0He is ·my cross and 
' he will ~e my salvation'!· (160) o Jewel ·confirms her prophecy 
by 11is efforts at. the river~ by sacrificing his horse so 
~ ~ that the Bundrens may_ go on, and by rescuing the co:ffin :from _:_ - _:: ···· i 
. 
- I Gillespie 9 s burning0 barno In rescuing ·-the coffin. from· the __ 
·fil [1 
'------ ------ ---
- - ~· -·· I/ -- . 
. 
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27 
.pt, 1· . h "l" . ~ 5 oL re 1g1ous or rat.er sacr1 1g1ous ~ervor$ 
Tl1e carpenter Cash, the loyal, patient, long-suffering, 
and forbearing son who fashions the coffin, acts the human 
role of Cl:1ris to 
/ 
Vardaman would also serve to present a parallel with 
Christo It is with Vardaman in mind that Vernon Tull quotes 
Christ's injunction nsuffer little children to come 1.l!l·to 
Men (70)c Later Vadaman sleeps in a mangero 
Tull's account of the river crossing also provides more 
' ·, ~ 
parallels to Christian legends Tull is cynical about the 
':._) 
Bundren's motives fo:t;\ insisting on crossing the river: ·0 Just 
l going to town a B·ent oa. i--t;-o·"-0 They. would· risk. the :fire and 
the earth and the water and all just to eat a sack of bananasn 
{i33)o ' However, it is-Tull who makes us see the danger of 
the :flooded s-tream: '°The water was cold. It was .. thick, like 
/ 
slush iceo Only it kind ot lived. One part of you knowed it .... -·-···· ·-··------· 
was just water, the same thing that had been running under 
-.· - ... - ~ .~ 
.:...:..;· ... 
........ , 
->~-- -··.·· .. the same b~~c;te;e ____ 'f9_~--~-:l.9ng t~µJ.e,._yet_wb_~~·-them.·l_o_gs_··wo_uld 
-- _________ ____.:_·--;--·-------- -- - -- .. ------
com~ spewing up outen it, ·y·ou were not st1rprised, like they_ . 
' _; .·. . ' . 
~- >" . 
. 
. .· - • - . • . . . ,, --
_· · :·. -: _ .. -. c., was a -part .. of water, of the waiting and the ,tr+reat 0' .(131).- .. .-· :::---.· ·-~ :·· 
• ; •• • • •.. > 
• 
- • • • ' • • ' • ~- '. • i--~---· . . . . . ·_ - . . ~-. · ... 
i; ct· •· · It seems to Tull 9 who is more fr.i.ghtened than he h~-~--- ~y~r __________ · __________ · ________ · ____ _ 





'· · .been» that without Vardaman he wollld neVel" have done sO f'ool-: 
&---· __ _,,_.·. ' , 
. : . ~ ' 
.. 
hardy» S 00 apparently impossible 'a thing: 90 It :was that boy:o,·o • 
I be- durn if i :t .. wasn ° t. like -he come back and got me.; like~ .. 
be .was· saying they wont nothing hurt YOlle Like·. he. was .·saying. 
' . ' 
-
' , ' 
._r.-, . ... - .. ,-j' .. <1 
-- ···---
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28 
about a :fine place l1e kno,ved where Christmas. come tv,ice 
\vi th Thanksgiving and lasts on through the ivinter and.·.the 
spring and tl1e summer, and i:f I just stayed with him I'd 
be all right too" ( 132) o Tl'"1ere is a Biblical parallel to 
this scene in St@ John, \Vl1en he v1ri tes 1 °they see Jesus 
' walking on the seaQooand they were afraido But he saith 
unto them, It is I; be not arraido 116 There is also an 
implicit reference to Christis walking on water and sup-
porting Ste Peter, which is somewhat ironic here because 
the reason Vardaman wants to get across the river to Jef-= 
ferson is that he remembers seeing a .toy train at Ch~istmas 
I time, and.he wants to see it againo 
Faulkner also has Darl, '}Those perceptions are instinct 
with-poetry, describe the scene: 
) "vVhat had once been a 
flat ·surface was now~ succession of troughs and hillocks I 
.. 1·ifting and ,fa-lling about us»· s·hoving at us~ teasing a-t ~ 
' . 
,:' ', ··- - . ,... . -- -
_,,. ' -
us with light laz:y, ·· touche~ i:Q; the vain instants of' solidity: · 
_- --~ 
rmdePi°ee t 91 E-M07o-mrscr:ilirng ~ the-ca iaS tro phe ;i>ar 1--, iays: 
.· ·"Cash looked back at !!!~~ ,and then. I knew' that we were· go11eo· · -.--==-o.==,,:,,,,, -====-==== -~ - c=:ialiii-~ ~. -
-
. ,· -·· -~- .. ··- . 
'I . . ·.· ·, · • .. ·· . But l,. did. not. reali Se ihe reason .f'or the r~pe ~til 1. s~w th: ____ -~--
-. . ·_ ·. . -. -. -:- -· ~- ···•·· _ --~.·.·. · 1 o go _. · It· _ surgecJ;-UJ2~ oil-t -~-e~-- .·the-~wa t~er~-a:rid--st~oaa~-for··~an-Iiist_a.iif-~~--~~-· -, 
'.' _____ ·..:.-~-· ··--•-r·-__.:._•,-"'--••~~·:----c----:-•--:-_·-·~--·------··--, 
• ' • • 
• 
.' • • • 
• • ~ 
• • • 
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in the· Bible where the alarmed fishe·rmen on Galile·e see their 
,; . . ~ 
Master: incredibly walking- ·upon the .waves,; ... Here, however, the ~ . 
•!' 
--:----· 
- - - - . . 
- -:... -- ~ =. 
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29 
erect objec·t n1oves toivard them not to reassure but to 
threaten and astoundo u'I1l1e log stending :for an instant 
upright, is like Christ simply in its hint of supernatur·al 
/portent, an astonisl1ing.assertion out of the mere flux o:f 
anonymity., 117 Later when Vernon Tull tells Cora about the 
log, she replies 19 Log, fiddlesticks, It was the band o:f 
God 0 (145) o Tl1at Darl also describes the same log as being 
bearded \Vi th foam like nan old man or a goatn (141) may be 
a hint that Poseidon or Pan is also involved in the sceneo 8 
• Another Biblical story, echoes of which seem to be 
heard in the novelll is that of' Noah and the Flood .. 9 Most ./ 
o:f·the references to the story o-:f Noah are ironico The 
natures of Anse. Bundren and all but one of his family con~ 
sti tutes one of the chief ironies bet.ween his journey and 
that of Noah and his familyo Noah was selected ~or survival 
because he was just and perfect among the wicked of the . 
. 
' 





. but :that he _ll.a_s_not·· ~m.~rited-th-ese---·af-fli-et-io-ns-and---t;ha-t-ne -~--"-'---:"----· 
· will be rewarded: 
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. ' Bu~ peace is- my heart: . I knO\V it_. 
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nor worse than them that pretend otherlike, 
and I know that Old Marster will care for 
me as for ere a sparrow that fallso (37) 
. -
flere~ Anse 's conviction of a blamelessness is like that of 
}Toaho In terms o:f final mea.n:Lng, hov,ever., they do not 
coincideo 
Noah was supernaturally forewarned of raino Anse knows 
that rain is coming because he can "same as see it with 
second=-sightoo<>" (34)o Since it was to rain for forty days 
and forty nights~ Noah built his a.rk to sustain li:feo Be:fore 
the journey of' forty miles to· Je:f:ferson, the Bundren:s built 
a coffin, to encase not life but deatho The voyage of Noah 
') is from a low pla~e to Mto Ararat, where the processes of· 
life may. begin againo The voyage off' Anse Bundr'?n is .:from. the 
high place on his mountain to the low place of the cemetery 
-· ·· · ······· · ·· · in J.eff'erson,, where the ritual of' death is conCludedo lO 
'- •': .. ,,,,4. 
. . . .(Y I 
. , 
When the rains beginj they swe~p dovvn with a. sudden 
•. 




: · · : _ '. : Tull that the river has risen higher than ht~ has ever seen 
· I .. .. _ :·: -· 0it bef'6re., Anse tells us, 9~.the;re ·was old, men that hadn't i!! . . 
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31 
staying near to the v1agon and its decaying con ten ts" 
The closer the Bundrens approach the scene at the river, 
the more striking is the resemblance to the delugeo Darl's 
perceptiveness makes the panorama extremely striking: 
"Above the ceaseJ"ess surface they stand-.-.trees, cane, vines= 
rootless, severed from the earth, spectral abo.ve a scene of' 
immense yet circumscribed desolation filled with the voice 
of the waste and mournful water" (135)e. Looking at the 
others, Darl sees them as '°the only things in sight not o:r 
that single monotony of desolation leaning with tpat terrific 
quality a little from right to· left, as though we had reached 
l 
. the place where the motion of the wasted world acceierates 
u 
' \ just be:fore the final precipice'' (139) o 
~ax of the catastrophic attempt to fora the river 
seems imbued with intense irony in the- symbol of the log which 
,• 
overturns the cof.fino Tull. later says a·oout.· the ·log-. 0"It was 
J like it had been sent there t.o do a job. and don.e it and went. 
--
- -- ------ ·-----
_ _,,.__:_.:__,~~---,---:----H_,-14.6-/-o--No-ah---t-he---·-righte-01.1s· · naa-··be en_":'su:s-tained-Upon--the-- . .. 
. 
. b9som of the deep. by the. hand . of Godo ,, Bundren ·the: unrighteo_us;-~ 
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. :·- --flight,·or the· dove used. to dete1:mine· whether or no~ the water ·i:: . 
·. · .. ···. :. ·. had receded en0ugh · f'roDl. · the land f'or Noah and his f'~ily to ' -
~ . 
. · . · disembark: from their vesselo There is .also a 'bird symbol 
'• 
' ... u 
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30 L, 
v.rhose freque11cy of occurr~ence denotes that li.i,e Bund.rens' 
journey is cornir1g to a close; it is not a dove, but a 
vulture., The symbols are cer)tainly opposites, one rep=-
resenting life, the other, death¢! Noah reached his goal 
with bis family and his animals, the pairs of' each species 
ready to repeople the eartho It is different \JVi th Anse 
Bundren: Addie's body is a mass o:r corruptiono Darl is 
in the insane asylumo Cashj pis leg broken, will be an 
' invalid for a yearo Dewey Dell, frustrated in her attempt 
at abortion and seduced by a drugstore clerk, will bear 
her bastard childo Jewel, burned by the ~ire,, has lost his 
I treasured horseo Anse's mules are dead and his :farm.equip-
ment has been mortgaged to buy a team fr9m Snopeso Anse 0 s 
' -) journey, like Noah's, has been completedo The events of 
both are jud·gments upon the men who made themo 
Further Christian symbolism is revealed·when we turn 
-
our attention tov the signi:fi·can~,e of the village of New Hopeo I . . ~ 
. 
. _ ., .@EJ,e 's _Qeopie burie:.d their dead ~\t Ne~ Hope 1 only -three . ·· <.-·,. 
,. 
, . 
. ----·· •. ·-· -- . -
miles from his mOUL""'ltaino· If. Ans.e ·had buried.Addte there,. -····. -- . -··-·-·····-------- .. ------- - -- . '"' 
r -- ... . there' w<5uld have· been no need to ~isk the perils· o·f fire -and ·_ - _.--:·.: __ · 
. . . .. . . l'> 
. "'. . 
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33 
3 mi o" ( 102) o The en tire chapter assi1;-r1ed to Devley Dell 
on the first day of the journey ce11ters on tl1is sign ru1d 
t 
, ' 
its implications~ The chapter begins v,i th 0 T11e signboard 
comes in sight 4, It is looking out at the road no\v, because 
it can waito Nevr Hopeo 3 mio it \Vill sayo Ne\V Hopee 3 
mio Nevv Rope 3 mi$" (114)0 In it \ve have her thoughts 
as she ponders the sign, and her ovm need to hurry: "I 
heard that my mother is deado I wish I had time to let 
her diee I wish I had time to wish I had~ It is because 
in the wild and outraged earth too soon too soon too soono 
It's not that I wouldn't and will not it's that it is too 
soon too soon too soonn (114)$ It seems to talce forever 
to get to the sign, but finally they get to it and go beyond 
ito Dewey Dell's monologue then changes to past tense:_ 
. ttit blows cool out ~f the pines 3 a sad steady sotmdo New 
Hopeo Was 3 mio Was 3 mio I believe in God I believe in 
. God.H (116) o Dewey Dell wants an 1 abortiono Since she cannot 
get one at. New Hopel) she ~as he~ ovm. reas_ons ~or .holding .. / 
- I 
Anse to his promi~e to Addie that he would bury lier in· Jef- : · --- ----------- -· --·-----·-·----- ----· ~ ~ 
t·e1'\sono· As the Bundrens· be-gin the.ir journey and. her- new hope 
-· .. . 
. . . 
. . - -
·of .freedom :from the life growing witplin· her is. put .. ·o·:~o -~--·········: ... : ____ : ________ ;--,---.~-: __ ....... ~---
.. severe t!'ia.l by the slowness of trheir prog.t'essil she does not •. · .. ·. --, .. ' • • 1 • ' 
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·. 
~.~,~, ,:;.:.: :,/,-_,:=:- - .,., ·: ~pond~:r ~-th~'-1~qny . ~of · ,the -J :ourney ,e .. :Only her- mo tl'1e·r u s · death·~ -· 
making necessary a trip to ·J·e:rferson, could haye ~i~en her 
' r ' 
• this new hope .. ,12 , , 
. \_ '. 
' ' 
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34 
There are Christian sacrifices made by t\vo sons in 
·this novel o Botl1 Cash and Jev1el sacr·i:fice v1hat they loved: 
• • •• ,,,,.. <r --
Casb his tools, Je\vel his horsell) Cash's sacrifice was re-= 
turned, but Jev1el O s v1as acceptedo Darl had nothing to 
sacrificeo 
i ties to tl1e Cl1ristian concept of sino Evil for Faulkner 
involves the violation o~ the natural and the denial of 
the humailo The concept ~s probably best. displayed in the 
. 
actions of Addie Bundreno The birth of Cash confirms Addie's 
feelings that words are irrelevant and that only pcy,sical 
' 
experiences are signi:ficanto She realizes ··that the ritual 
of the word does have its repercussions in the world of 
experienceo On this basis she is able to distinguish between 
the empty ·words of Anse and the·" words which are deedso Addie 0 s 
.. · concern for deeds and ~he fierce ene~gy she associates with .· 
. . 
the-ea~th may disguise her idealismj but i~ is idealism 
. 
.- . 
;, . . 
··. ·.·.:" .. ':··· >· .: : .. ~evert.neless., · though,pass!iionat.e·'' ~-c~ .Jev'olli.~i.:ng:~Vtl.fSl: Shi11 h!if-'" :'"·?::·"x~:• 
-. - ._: .... ___ ·-~ .. --··---- .. -. done is to transpose the spiritual into secular termso_ Man:· .. , ....... : ...- ---
-------~----··------------·-~·--- •--------·-----------·-----------·-··------------------·---- -- - ~-~ ~- ' __ · ··. : __ . ·.:_ ~ - .. " --------------- -------·- ---,-----' ---
-- - . ------
----. - ---------··must not simply vegetate; h~. mu~t.·as_sert·""himsel:f through s.ome .--:~ ::···-
' • . 1 . • ' . ' •. ' . . ' 
. ' ' ,. ' .. 
unique .. gesture __ tQ. ~1:low tbat -he has li.ved·o, Addie is·- .. in -an .. __ :_ -_ 
--·-·-·-----------·---
-- • 
--&-··· .•.. - . -
-~ 
--- .agony to do so., 13 . Addie could-notbetievei_n-areiigiOif-Qr-~--~~: __ ;_--_-:".--,-~-:--
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to whom,sinis just a.matter .of wordsD to them salvation is· 
- just words._ too.00 (168) o --
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Addie's affai,r vii th Vvl1i tfield constitutes her at tempt 
to explore tl1e nev: relationship bet\veen v,ords and acts o 
. ., 
It encompasses two different conceptions of sino As a 
word, sin is the opposite of vir.tue and leads inevitably 
to damnatio110 But as an act, sin may be a step tov,ard : 
salvationo14 Addie says: 
I believed that the reason was the duty to the 
alive, to the terrible blood, the red bitter 
!·lood boiling through the landa) I tivould think 
of sin as I would think of the clothes we 
both wore in tne world's faceooothe sin the 
more utter and terrible since -be was tne ins-
trument ordained by God who cre~ted. the sjn, 
~o sanctify that sin Be had createdo While 
I waited for him in the woods, waiting before 
he saw me» I would think of him as dressed in 
L 
' . 
"si:ho I would think of him as thinking of me as dres-· 
. . 
·• 
&' . . . . . .. -_.. -~-~----~~_:-----~----~-·-- __ ,jl:~9-· _·:_' :a;Ls:ct·_ 1llJ. Si_:p. ~L . ___ b.e, __ the .. mor~ beautifl:11 ---------- ···------ -·- -- "---~--- ·---· ·: -,~·-..::....:~.:;,-· . :·:~--:- ·-:-:.·::·-=-~~-----:-··. -:;~_:_: ~·- ---:· -·· .. 
. . 
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since the garmei1t whi.ch he had_ exchanged f'or · ___ , 
., ... ,______ . 
'i}-... -
,· • 
. . . . ·. sin was_·sancti:fiedo·· I. would 'think of the ---·::---·-·-----:-- -p~- - . ' ' . -. - . . - -:-"-· -------:;--·---
. . 
-- . -- --··- . 
. --·- -- ---•- -· -··-·-·-··----------;-·---:-:--·---:-. >~-~~~-~------··-~-.~ .. --·--- "' .... --- . . ·-· -- - --
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. 
- -sin as gar:QJ.ents which we would- remove in orde,r 
- --· ~. 
0 
-
. ·----·----·-····--··------... - .... - ... --····-···-·---·-···-· ... ----- ····-·· __ 1 
-~-----~·--:::__·~~-.--.-: ... ·.-:::·:::·.~·-:::···-_--__:_:-_~-::·-:.-.--:.-:-.:." 
.... -... -- .. , __ · ....................... -.................... --.- - :,6~ -·· 
- , 
to shape· and coerce the te.r~ibie blood·. to the . '.•. -·-. . .. . . "-·----~-- - . ----------~. ..._,_:' ··--·· ~· ---·----·-··---·- ~--k---.. - .............. -, .... ·-----·----· 
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I 
. (166-167) -. 
The ~dultery thus· bec·omes · a ~oral'a.ct,,·· not in -the s.ense of . 
• I 
.• :.:· .. i 
. ·.·· ~'· 
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36 
ngood 0 or "virtuous,°' but in tl1e sense that it· re=,,establishes 
the reality of moral conduct and the relationship betv,een 
God and manQ 
Cora's opposing attitude is one of sincere but self~ 
righteous pietyo Her cliches that distort the reality of 
the situation help us to feel the full force of Addie's 
distinction between words and deed~o~ Even when Cora's-words 
do not distort, they seem the result of a poorly applied 
:formula: . uRiches is nothing in the face of the Lora, :for 
IIe can see into the heartVQ (7) o This is not totally inap~ 
propriate, but it reminds us that Cora cannot see in.to the 
heart at allo s.-:e:~_cannat truly discern .the motive behind the 
deedo .°0It Os my Christian qutyH (66)' Cora is :fqnd of sayingQ c> 
Each t·ime she does ~ay this, she gives u~. _a great~r knowledge ;:: 
of her as a type of: dogged and joyless and ·not very percep=-. . . 
tive Christian .. 15 · As Addie observes, 11 .... Corao .... could never 
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' --·:c··~-~:~::··""'C:~,: --·,,-· ',· • -vardamani ·the youngest ·.o~ th'e • children, , comes into the 
. ---,.-. 
,. . 
. . . 
' 
. · ;;. circle of· Addie~ s dying from the river 5) where he has caught 
-
~-- ------------ . --------- ~ 
- -- -----
~ ---- ,---
-------- ~----'-.-.,--a.n--e11orm.OUS f'ishj ''full Of' Qloo4 ,:aild guts aS a h0g89 (37)o . 
' 
-__ ·. Remembering his_ experi~~ce of being_ 00shut up in the crib . - - - - -.· ' . . ,-· 
. 
' . 
. ! ' ... , .. . 
. . 
.. new ·door it was '..t~o heavy for me it went shut I couldntrt · ·. 
·· - < breathe beoaUe·e the rat was breathing up all the Sir1~ ( 62), · · ' . . ' ' ;;"-· '· . ·. ' 
. 
. . 
. • ,:tl . 
Vardan!ml define$ deaih as an inability to breathe, and he is .. 
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horrified when he learns Cash is going to nail the coffin 
shut. He tries to persuade himself that: 
It was not her because it \vas laying right yon_.. 
der in tl1e dirto, And UOVl it 11 S all chopped Upo 
I chopped it upe It's laying in the kitchen 
in the bleeding pan, waiting to be cooked and 
eto Then it wasn't and she was 1 and now it is 
and she wasn*to And tomorrow it will be cooked 
and et and she will be him and pa ··and Cash and 
Dewey Dell and there wont be anything in the 
box and s·o she can breatheo It was laying 
right yonder on the ·groundo I can get Vernonc 
.. : 
' 
~-He was there and he seen it, and with both of 






The formula· at which Vardaman finally· arrives is ''My mother 
is a fish0i ( 79) , the importance of which is indicated by i ~s 
being given an entire section of the booko It means.every-





. .. _______ .: ••.... : .: --------- --~--' - . - .--·· ~ --• 
·thfngthat is meant by the.parallel Statement, "Jew:elas .· . .. . .. ~. .· .. 
. 
. mother is a horse 99 (·~5) o It suggests the Christ story and-~ . -
~ .. . ' . . 
·- ·. 
in. the sloughg · The ··Holy Grail. is connected with .Christian . . . \,,.,I.. . . . . 
/ ... 
------·-·····- -- - .-.. -, ... -.·-.... --,- , ..... 
·-
. -. --- - ' ---, ··-- ---· -· ·-·-
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4 Eucharist symbolism ·because it is. related or descended from. -
'. -'$/-- . .:_. ~-; ---·. ·-7,--·- -~ ·. ,•-·- --
-
. ·-' a miraculo~s :foo~=provider lik-e the ·co1:nucopia~ andi_-like the~:· --- --- ·· 
\ -
·. 9tner cups and.hollow vesselsi, it has :female sexual a:f:finities, · . • ' • ·, .·. . . -~ 
. , .. · 






· -i 'ts masculine coW1terpart being the. bleeding lance .. I,~ .. This 
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old fer±ility ritual is re~ined in the Christian sacrament 
of communion in transmuting the life of a dead totem animal 
or person into the lives of ~hose who eat the flesh or 
drink tne oloodo The Prayer of Humble Access in the Com~ 
munion Service according to the Book of Common Prayer ends 
with the petition that we may 0 dwell in Him, and He in uso 1117 
Christ is ritualistically eaten and drunk to prevent the 
death of' the believer;\.: Vardaman is suggesting that Add'ie, 
\ 
as :fish, can be assimilated into the other members o:f the 
family and will be able to breathe or live0 In the rest of 
the novel, in spite ·of some uncertainties and some inconsis~ 
tencies ,. he. clings to this belief o and. the assurance it gives 
him: __ . "My mother does not smell like that my mother is a 
fish" (187)0 Brylowski reminds us that. Vardaman°s confusion 
of his mother with the fish maj- also be compared to an 
example ci·ted by Frazer of a ceremony of bringing back the 
' . . \ 
·soul:· ' -~·'"/ 
, . 
They go to the bank o:r ·~ river, call aloud. 
r 
--- . . . . 
-
. . .. 
the name of' tne' deceased11 snd entering the 
_, .'- , > 
- -- - - - - ----------------·---::--
·- ._, ___ .. .,_: .. -~ _- """'."i.:. ·.~-;'""'"-- ·7; ~------· ~-- -- -- -.... _____ : ·--- •"'~·-·· --.. _ .. ____ _ 
__ . - . --· -
- -- --- - ------------,-- ---
-- ------
,"1, - . - • 




____ , ----- ______ .. ____ 
---------- ----------------·-
------------·-------·--·· .. ___ · - ·--· - .:__ -· ·--~-~.:·:_-:-:·:-::-:~:-~---~--
-
-
· · ··- ·- -··-·- water catch a :fish or an. inse.c,to~ _ This 
,.. . 
· .. ' - . 
. . . 
.... . . 
. · ... ·.· .....•... creatpre . they then tak:' home and place .. among ·.' ··.· ... · .. ·.·. . . 
. ,· t(·.-theS&illt8dd~;d.~£the-f'~~: ... supposingi ···-······- ..... · ••.. '·.··· ... · 
'. ·- _. . . . ijJ . 
. · . ·. that . in . this m.~er _ the· spirit · ·~·f ·the 
. 'departed has- been brought back to· the house,.. 
Som-etimes the · fish or insect · is eaten in the . :'· · . ·· < ••. I , • ; , •' 
. • 
. ,,;. ·.,· • • • I 
. ;J 
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39 
belief tha·t it ivill oe ·thus reborn as a 
18 cl1ild e . 
There v,ill, of co~se, be a birth in the house before long 
since Dewey Dell will not succeed in having her child 
aborted in Jeffersono 
Vardarnanvs totemistic thinking would place his con:figur-
ation of the world among v;hat Gassier calls ·the ntruly pri= 
mordial mythical forms": 
Long before man had knowledge o~ himself 
as a separate species distinguished by 
some specific prima.cy of value he knew 
himself to be a ·link in the chain of life 
as a whole, within which each individual 
creature and.thing is magically connected 
with the wholej so that a continuous tran-
sition»~metamorphosis of one being into 
another~ appears not only as possible but 
as ~e=c~ssary, as _the 'natural' form of. life_· . 
itselfo19 
' ~ . .- . 
. I .•. 
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·r 
_clm+s ·· are not only descended from· different ani~als; but. . ' 
.·really are· those vai-ieties. of ·animal~o• ' ... ··~---
11 . 
'l ·- . 
I· . \ 
. Ad.die becomes linked to Christ t_brough Vardaman °s: allusion· .... • - ~ • I ~ ; • - •. •. 
· ... , 
. IJ :\,. 
· to her ·as. a fish, the early Ch~i-~ti~ -symbol ~9~ Christo· ·Like 
.j· 
·' . ' ' 
.. 
. . 
• , I -
\ 
.. 
) . ,...... 
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Christ, Addie lays dovm her life, tl1ough not in love~ 
Addie does not save those of her blood. Her children 
are the ones who are sacrificed to car~J out her revengee 
A. Jefferson burial symbolizes Addie is rejection of her 
children0 The trip destroys the possibility of a commun-
ion through which she might enter the family's life and 
live _againo 
The Bundrens complete their journey, burying Addie 
~ 
and eating their bananas in the streeto They have brought 
Addie from·the mountain down to her grave and are ready to 
return with her substitute~ Anse's ne\v duckC0'7shaped,. !pOp=-eyed 
wifeo However, the Bundrens 0 journey· is devoid o~ any true 
Christian meaninge Death and su:ffering, which, in Christian 
terms, should be instruments of love, redemption and ever~· 
lasting life are only instruments of Addie 0 s denial of life 
and a refusal of her children. 
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Chapter V: 
Fertility nffy'th: Demeter-Persephone-Kore 
VJhen epic journey involves a visit to some kind of' 
underworld, as tt often does, it is closely related to the ,, 
Demeter=Persephorli~~,Kore mytho Vernon Tull, during the river 
"\',, . \ ; 
\ ":, 
. I \ 
crossing, sees the 'partially washed~out bridge in terms that \ 
suggest this journey to the underworld: 
ooegoing dovm into the moiling water like 
it went clean through to the other side of 
the earth, and the other end coming up outen 
the water like it wasn 9 t the same bridge a~tall 
and that them that would walk outen the water 
' on that side must come from the bottom of· 
the eartho (130~131) .. ~ 
, 
.... = ........ ~ = 
-- - '=="=L----
•• - • I. .- • ' •• 
The·association with DemetermmPersephone-Kore in_As 1 La,x 




. ·Dewey Dell 0 s pregn~cy~ and to Cor~ Tull 0 s obsessive concern 
-' 
... .. - ~ 
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. . .. . I · · ·· ·. · · · same thing=:~the · :f'ertf J,.i tY of' .. corn . and· pigs aild the earth== 
makes no pal'ticu18r effort· to .. ?,ssociate· Addie exclusively 
with D~meter, Dewey. Dell with P.ersephone~· ·or, Co~a (except in 
. 
• • . 1, 
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name) \Vi th Kore., n 1 
Ch1,ist as a eod of love had I-Iis Greek counterpart in 
the all-loving Demetero In the myth, Demeter and Persephone 
are mother---daughter goddesses of vegetatione According to 
the myth, the youthiul Persephone was gathering roses and 
lilies, crocuses and violets; hyacinths and narcissuses in 
a lush meadow when the earth opened and Pluto, lord of the 
dead, issued from the abyss and carried her o:f:f on his 
golden car to be his bride and queen in the underworldo Her 
sorrowing mother~ Demeter, with hen golden tresses veiled in 
a black mourning mantle~ sought her over land and seao 
Le~rning from the Sun her daughteras fatej she withdrew from 
the gods and took up her abode at Eleusis, where she presented 
J herself.to the king 0 s daughter in the guise of an ol~ woman!, 
sitting sadly under the shadow of an olive tree beside th 
maiden 11 s wellj· to which the· damsels had come to draw wate~ -
. 
in bronze pitchers from their fatperes.houseo 









. -· · · __ . ·· · · . allQw the. seed t.o grow in the earth~ but. kept· it hidden. under-.-. · -· - ,-
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- . .. . .. , . . !l · · · ·· · ·_ - ··_ · :·· · . gr.oundo ··she vowed 'that she would. never: set foot on Olympus ti . . . 
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. · clue if Zeus 1.n alarm had not commanded Pluto to -restore Perse-· · .. : .. . . . . 
. 
phone to her mothe~ll Demeterll>2 ··. 
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The figures of the tv,o goddesses, the mother and the 
daugh··ter, resolve themseJ_ves into personi:ficatiors o~ the 
corn(li Persephone, v1ho spends three ( or possibly six) months 
of every year vvi th the dead underground and the remainder 
of the year \Vi th the living above ground, is a mythical 
embodiment of the vegetation, particularly of the corn, which 
is buried under the soil for some months o:f every \\Tinter and 
comes to life in the sprouting cornstalks and opening flowers 
and ~oliage of every springo If the daughter goddess is a 
personification of the young corn of the-present year, the 




old corn of last year, that which has given birth to the new 
cropsQ 3 The com-spirit is conceived as embodied in an ani= 
mal; this d-i vine animal is slain, and its flesh and blood are 
partaken of by the harv.esterso Thus the cock, the hare, the 
• 
. cat, the goat.~J and the cow are eaten· sacramentally by the . 
harve·ster, and the. pig is eaten sacramentally by ploughmen. 
in spr~ngo As a. substitute. for the--real flesh of the divine' 
Q 
beingj bread · or dumplings are made· in his im~ge ~d eat.en· 
==-=------~~ 
.• 
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·The Depieter=Persephone-Kore my-th provid·es two means of 
interpretation for the novelo First, each may be see~ represent~ng 
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the di:fferent faces of Addie Bundren in the novel and 
second, the two goddesses may be examined as parallels to 
the t\vo v1omen, Addie as the mother, Demeter, and Dev,ey Dell 
as the daughter, Persephone 9 Addie fits the parallel of 
the goddesses as a two-in-one deity because she acts as 
the dominant person, filling the thoughts of her ~amily and 
neighbors and influencing the action to the endo As Demeterj 
Addie is a mother; a~ Persephone, she recalls her youth, 
When she was at the ~eight of her physical fertility and 
still searching for a larger meaning to her lifeo6 
Vardam.an°s statement umy mother is a fishn (79) takes 
on mythical as well .as Christian significancee Roma King 
~ 
finds three meanings in the·fish: 
It ~the fish, represents the woman., the mother, 
the.primitive sources of .life; as a phallic 
symbol it indicates fertility and life renewal; 
in C~istian symbol~sm~ it stands ·:ear Chr~st. 
. ' 
. •, ·t'. . ,' ._ ; 
. . . . 
-:~~:-=··~:~~::,~-,~~~,;··.-,=,.~";::,~~:-:,- - -- and :ror the li:fe~gi ving ·sacr2merits, -Jiol.y Bap£1sin ______ -. ·-: -,.=-::;-_.0:-,-·'.:-,~.---':--c:..,.._;,_,-c-:-"'.,,:----·--_-,,c--
.. 
-· ... --· .- - - . -- " - -- ... . ---- --······· - - . - . . 
and Holy Communion .. 7 
·--. • • < 
-
. . . . . 
~· . .--:.-: . · Sup~port for. the first two interpr~ta~ions can ·be found ·in- , 
,. . . t .... 
f . . ' .··The. ___ Golden_ Bo_ugho ____ D_emete~.iS-·-··--~the---g9ddes-s--, a-~-veget-at±on~~--~- ;: 
.-.-- .• , 
. · ,.:. ;.,,_: ·· .. ·.·.; \, .. 
II].ot,b._e;r » . a Con t:roller . of the .primi-tive ... sources of lif'e9 ····· Hel'" .. i i •.. ··••·•··· -",.-- -· ·: .. ---------··--·--··-------------·· . - -_. . . -- . -- '·--~------·--
. . 
Ullion witp. Zeus represents ·life=renewal arid fertil.ityo 8 
/' 
. -. . . ' ._ . 
_· .- : .' . ;' . 
· · .Pl"imitive · peopie believed that their o\vn .. souls were·· 1odged 





. in the fish, and that with every :fishkilled· a hl..1:Qlan .life 
- ·. :...., 
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The Gr·eeks associated Demeter vri th 
the dolphin, whicl1 lives in \Vater eve11. though it is a mammal@ 
Vardaman~s reaction completes the f'ish symbolism: 
Then I begin to runo I run tovJard the back 
and come to the edge of the porch and stopo 
Then I begin to cryo I can feel where the 
fish was in the dusto It is cut up into pieces 
of not~fish now, not-blood on my hands and 
overallse Then it wasn't SOo It hadn't hap~ 
. 
pened theno And now she is getting so far 
ahead I cannot catch hero (52) e,"-,..>,,.' .- ~. -",;, 
,~ ' 
... -. : .I 
Faulkner ha.s used a child's ,way of conceiving. death, always 
, 
more primitive than B.Il,,adult's view, to emphasize the meaning 
· · of the dead. tisb in this contexto 
Vardamanl}s statement 00Jewel's mother is a horsen (95)1tUso 
extends the Demeter imagery o ·. Demeter .was sometimes represented 
.·with a horse's h~ad~ around the neck 0£ which were snakeso 
- -- ---···-
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.·. ,. ··"·-c~·--:-"~---:~-. -rn-c~D~l,i1s···desc-ri.ptfcin--of·Jewel on the .. horse,_ Jewel is seen 
as.snake=like: 
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. J eWel :is· enclosetl by ·~. g:J.it ~ering. maze of' hooves · · .. 






. ., .. ·,· .:_ ... . ' limberness of·a snakeo (12) . . . . ,., '·_ ; ·I , .· .. 




· In the myzth. DerrJ.eter-· was. al~·o ass.ociated with the pig. The. ,. ·. ·: 






· . ·· pig· was sacred to · her; in art she .w?s portrayed ... carrying _ or . . · 
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accompru1ied by a pigo It v,as custornary at the Tl1esmophoria, 
the Eleusinian rite l1onoring Demeter, ·to tt1rovr pigs, cakes 
of dough, and branches of pine-trees into 0 t11e chasms of 
Demeter and Persephone, 0 v1hich appear to have been sacred 
caverns or vaults"' In these caverns or vaults there v1ere \ 
said to be serpents,. 1,vhi·ch guarded the cavern.s and consumed 
most of the flesh of the pigs and the dough-cakeso After-
wards, apparently at the next annual festival, the decayed 
remains of the pigs, the cakes, and the branches were fetched 
by women called "drawers, 0 who, af'ter observing rules o:f 
ceremonial purity for three days, descended into the caverns, 
I and, fright.ening away the serpents by clapping. their hands, 
brought up the remains and placed them on the altar$ Whoever 
got a piece of the 'decay.ed :fles4 and cakes and s·owed it vii th 
the seed corn in hi-s field -was believed to· be sure of a good 
cropolO Addie's relation to this part 0£ the Demeter myth 
is.portrayed when the Bundrens try to carry her body across 
I 
,,;, 
_________ ----,-,--_  . --- -the :ri_ooded -river -.on -- the -wagon~ Whi·le · th~ Bundrens -are s trug- · · 
gling~ Darl _sees a dead pig float byo Theidead pig· is suitably-. . 
-- : linked to .Addie j who is al1»eady dead·· in the sens$ that her . 
' . •. . . 
.. 
--- ·- . ' 
-· 
~~ 
,. lifec=,giving qualities ha"V"~ .withered, .and. ~he has left h~~-•L .... ----·-·. ---· -'-- ·-~:.:_ __ · . _.· -~----·---------=·--;-- --~~---·------:~---r-_:__ ---- --~---~ -~----~--- ----· .. - .·-·· .. ------- ·-------~----~-:--··--- -----~-------~-------• -------~-------~-·---'---. ~----------- • ·~ 
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-Bun~rens O - ·burial jqurn<?y lasts ·nine .dayse _ 
.There ·.is ,also an inversion of 'th~ Demeter=PersephoneeaKore - ( 
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47 
1:·igures in tl1e novel o V/l11le Demeter 1vvas bu~{om and com-
forting in her mother role, Addie is thin and grimo Dem-
eter was all-loving, having all life in ber care, but Addie 
· rejects Darlo In contrast to Demeter, the sponsor of 
marriage and the ramily, Addie is a failure as a wife and 
mother, especially in-her relations with Dar.lo Demeter 
does not rest until sne rescues her daughter from the under-
world, but Addie's lack of communication with Dewey Dell, 
which stems from her complete self-involvement, hastens the 
girl toward Jefferson to the sordidness o-f sexual payment 
extracted iri the drugstore basemento12 
· The most emphatic image of fertility is Dewey Dell, the 
first of Faulkner's.mammalian fertility emblemso She says 
nr :feel like a wet seed wild in the hot blind earth'° (6l)o 
' nsquatting, Dewey Dell's wet dress shapes for the dead eyes 
of three blind men those mammalian ludicrosities which are • 
the horizons and the valleys. of the earth09 (15~Yo These 








. ... ·.. • ···- ,:. ; .. ·"· -·" ., ,,,cc ...... .. references show a connection betv1een Dewey Dell and the birth 
.. process" From her comes human life, whiGh completes i t_s. li:fe 
' . - . - .~ .. ~~- . . --
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Addie's words about the water, fire, and her death: 
As to an ancient music's hidden fall 
Her seed in the huddled dark was warm and wet 
And three cold stars \Ver·~\ riven in the wall: 
Rain and fire and death above her door were seto 
Her nands moaned on her breast. in blind and supple fire, 
Made light within her cave~ She saw her harried 
Body v,rung to a strange and bitter lyre 
Whose music once was. pure strings simply married 
One to another in sleepy difference 
Her thin and happy sorrows once were wed, 
And what tomorrow's chords are recompense 
For yesterday's single song un.ravished? 
Three stars in her heart when she awakes 
. t, . ' • 
As winter 0 s sleep breaks. greening in soft rain, 
.. 
. 
·~ , !'.;, . 
. '' 
· · ._ Arid in the ca~erned earth spring vs ·r~or -shakes . . !::I 
As in her loins» tbe tilied and quickexied grain.14 · 
.! . 
These laSt lines wOuld prove · that .. Faulkner was· cons~i?US of · . . . 11 . . ',1 • - " 
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picking cotton, Dewey Dell decides that if the bag is full 
vvhen sl1e reaches t.he trees, it v,ill be a sign and: spe and 
Lafe 1.vill go into Lrie woods G The Underv1orld atmosphere 
underlies the phrase nsecret shade, 0 v1hicb recurs signifi-
cantly: "Vi/e picked on dovm the rov1, the v,oods getting closer 
and closer and the secret shade, picking on into the secret 
shade with my sack and Lafe 0 s· sack'° (26)0 La:fe lured her 
into the woods, and violated her as Pluto had violated Per= 
sephone: .0 r feel my body, my bones and flesh beginning to 
part and open upon the alone, and the process of coming unalone 
is terriblee La:feo La:feo 11 Lafe! La:feo Lafeovr, (59)0 The 
. pharmacist, Moseley, at the :first drµgsto.re __ .te-lls-D·ewey-De·ll-: 
he will not help destroy La:fe's cJ:?.ild~ 0 The Lord gave you 
what you have, even if ·He did use. the· devil to do _itooe" (192)0 
. 
. At the pe:cformance of the· Eleusinian IDjf st·eries, where the 
worship o·f Demeter=P~rsephone=Kore reached its height, a 
. ' 
. priestess of. th.e threec=)in=one gqddess is thought· to .. have gone 
. down into a pit. and, performed. ritualistic copulation 
C•_ 0 
- . - . .. -- -·- ___ , __ _ to insure 
. £:ertili ty · ·a:f crops and anim~ls and _-.hUlllan: beings o . Dewey Dell» __ _ 
' 
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.the lD.othe~ goddess» wanders mourn:f'ully in.the night~15 
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50 
tl1e adulterous union of' itddie and the preacl1er, Vlhi tfield, 
v1hicl1 took place in the \voodso Demeter v1as united to Zeus 
in the v1oods at I~emi Q This ri tualis.tic union \vas eventually 
carried out symbolically by the priestess of Demeter at 
1 . . h , . 1 · ..p h 1 . . 1 . 16 E .. eusis to insure t e !"erti. 1 ty a~ t e E eus1.n1.an p aino · 
Dionysus, the son of the union of th.e two deities, suggests 
the .relationship of the god.Dionysus to Jewel, the child 
born to Addie and Whi tfieldo Wlien Jewel, worn out :from over= 
working to acquJre the horse, slips forward asleep into the 
dairy pail, his actions parallel the mysterious statement 
. in the Greeks' worship o:r Dionysus "I a ... kid.'_fell into the 
r 
milkoul?· 
King points out that the Hors~~ which belongs to Jewel,. 
, 
"generally denote·s the sub·-human, the animal state of man 11 s 
,, 
nature: his virility, his instinctive passionso As a means 
of' locomotion, the horse represents.the surge of passion 
that carries him away; as a beast of burden it is related to 
the mother archetypeo 1118 · The horse stands f'or the. sub=human 
-- - =...__ 
· or the animal. in J·ewel Os nature: 
. . 
, . -~. 
. . 
' . . . . -
. . ' ...... - . '.'. . - . - Jewel ·walks,· st.eadily :toward . him, his' hands at. 
.. ,l 
·• .. :• 
.. \ ... 
- .... , ---·· ---------··· - ·····. - . -· 
;...--·-----·----~--- - -~ -· -- - -- --· _____ ,,__ __ ~ ___ __._.__ ..... '>'•--·-· - - - . - - . -- -------· ---··--··---- ---------~---· -:----- -.--·-- ~-- ----- -- -- ' . -~ 
· his· sideso · Save for Jewel ~s· legs they ~re like - . - .. . :· . .. ,_ - - ~·------···-····· -- .----. -- - --- -• ... ~ .. -- .. ------· 
,:... ___ · ·. - .. ' . . . .· --- ' ~-- .·---~---
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. tWO figures carved for a .. · tableau Savage. in t!J,e ..... - _ ..... ·~ .. c:--~-::_:._._, _____ .. _·'-.. ~-·-·-·-~···'·-·"·-.. --·-"-~ :-"·---~~-:-·-·-·-·· : __ ~::.:~-~-,-~-· ~·-
j: 
· ··- --· sun.6 ·· \i(.Q.en Jewel c.~ almost touch hi.m 9 . the · . . ;~ 
. . . horse·· st.ands. on; ~is.· hind legs and ·slashes dovm 
. ,. .. ·'' 
., 
a.t Jewelo Then Jewel is· enclosed· by ·a glittering 1 • ..• 
,; . 
~\- . '• 
··- ·---1 . ' ' ~- . 
'':-" .. •, • ·>· I' ' 
·, 
' . . . 
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maze of hooves as by an illusion o~ wings; 
among them, beneath the llpreared chest, he 
moves with the flashing limberness of a 
snake$ n ( 12) 
·--
The horse is a powerful image of virility; Jewel, too, is 
the most masculine of the brothers, the one the Tull sisters 
are most. conscious ofo Here Darl sense~ the kinship or 
Jewel to his horse., a relationship of one savage nature vii th 
anothero The primitive and cruel instincts which we find in 
I) 
Jewel through his cursing and his violent actions are pointe~ 
, 
out by Frazer as being a vital part o:r the Gre·ek concept o:f 
Dionysus .. 19 
Another poem in Faulkner~s ! Green Bough contains a horse 
image similar to Jewel'~: 
Gusty trees windily lean on green 
·' 
._ eviscerat;~d skies, the stallion, wind 
l 
. I 
. \ .. ~ 
against the sun•s gold collar stamps, to lean 
his weight-. 
-.. --··•-·--·-· ···-:-- c·: ·--------a-··-.. ·-• ·_. - ... ·. · .. -.-.--~-----:.·_..:c-~-~'-:-·'"·~-: __ , .. , .. 
·. ' \ . ~ ' . 
) . ',. 
... 
- , .. , ..... 
. . - . . _.,. - - .. . 
And once the furrowed day .. behind,, 
·'· ., .... ' . . 
. ' 
..... . ·.,.. . ~- . . ·.. ; . ·.. ~- ; 
f; . 
f · the golden steed browses the· field he breaks " 
~,t 
~ ... . . ·"·- -
. .~ . ' ,· --. 
f ,) . . . 1~-----. :__a_,·-~-----· ----~and f'ul-1--o:t-~Ia:sbirrg··te:e-th--wnere-ne-na~ C~en .·-.·· ._ __ _ :_ __ ' ... --------~-'. __  
-t·------------------·-------------------- -------------trees~-- --t-he--:-wai-cting~mare-- ·h!iis·- ·n.e-ighing shalce~s-;·-------_. . _~ -, · · l . .- . . . . . . ' . ,' 
. . : .. .· .·. , 
.. ·· · · · .... hold his ·heSving shape a moment' seeno ·. . · - · 









· Upon . the hills,· clashing the Sta::i::-~ · to·g0.ther, 
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stripping the tree of heaven of its blaze, 
stabledj richly grained with golden weather~= 
within the trees that he has rert and raped 
his fierce embrace by riven boughs in shaped, 
while on the shaggy hills he stamps and neighso 20 
Both horses are in rapidj constant movementj on·e \ri. th flashing 
teeth, the ~ther a glittering maze of hooveso The phrase 
1
~where he has beer1 trees O reminds us that trees were used 
\ 
\ 
\ as a part o:f the Dionysian cult as Dionysus was conceived 
not only as a diety of-agriculture and corn, but as a god of 





Jewelis horse are symbolic of virulent energy, phallus=like 
in their actionso. Jewel is a contrast to his father, Anse; 
he is passi_onate, epitomizing int·en~e masculinity 1 while Anse · 
. is stooped, wizened, and ineffectually slow of speech and 
I 
movemento Anse was against Jewelis having the horse, since . . . . ( ! 
. ' f 
· 
. 22 1 · · ·~·· be_ was a. mule -man-himself; mules are stubborn and sterileo · · 




, . } .. _- -__ -· ··_ -- -·---'·- ·- ··-----·- ·- ·· _ logic8.1 p8.r81ie1s for Jewel a __ s · __ b9nd· with his hor~e can be traced 
. . ..... 
' ... ·--. 
' . - I . . . . 
. I . . . . 
-fl-~:--_.-•. -.··--_--· __ •. ·• · _. _- ·· · tci-.the--asso¢ia~ion---0f-Di0nysus--and-Beme-ter-with-the--hor8e'o•-···------. _~-------.~ 
j_._'_ --~-•---·--"-''.' . · __ • "'" 'I'he-ho-l"s-e , :i~a~s O -·re1-ated- ·t-o -the ... -eorn=Spiritl)-·repre S errtl.ng •,-L·-'-'---~__;__ ~ q ... ' .. · . i • : .· .· .. • _· •. ·. •• . . 
. • 
' 
. . • • . 
. • ' . •• • . ·. • • 
. • . '·_ -" •• • • ·.• • 
. . • • . · .. · ' 
··.· . ' / · · -- _ · ·- .- ···the· spirit 6:f the tree, of fhich Dionysus is god; and that!'.of' · __ · ·· ·· --··· 
1ri: 





· /: . the Coml) of which Demeter is god~ess., 
.J · • · · .· 
i . { • j! d id 
, I l 
":f:":l 1' I 
' ' .::. ··1 l ! 
1:' -
'. 
· The clash between Darl B.nd. Jewel over the horse· is closely. 
. .::;. 
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53 
related to the auestion of Addie's loveo Prior to the fire 
..... 
the air becomes tense ,vi th the argument betv,een Darl and 
Jev1el: 
uyour mother \Vas a horse, but v1ho v,as your father, Jevrel? '' 
nyou goddamn lying son of a bitchou 
"Don't you call me that," I S8Jro, 
nyou goddamn lying son o:f a bitcho 
."Don 9 t .you call me that, Jewelon (202-203) 
Darl i·s the loveless child striking at the beloved son; Jev,el 
. 
has the lpve that gives him identity and possibly his powero 
Out o:f his sense of ·emptiness and envy., Darl se·ts :fire to the 
Gillespie barno· Although he may have felt that the journey 
with Addie's decaying'corpse had become an offense against. 
. . 
her and society ll. his primary· motive seems to have been the 
~ . . . 
need to burn.Addie out.of Jewel's iif'e and to hurt Jewei .. 23 
• • Darl realizes early that Jewel 0s fierce desire for the horse 
. . 
is a displacement of his" emot1.onal- desire for · his mo'thero 
1,-4. 
This 
is also realized by Addie herself when Jewel first brings the 
·' 
· . ~ .. horse home as a reward for his labors in cle~ring the land.o 
' ' 
.. 
. . .. -.. ~', ... , .,: ........... , .... · . .... - . . . ·:.... • . · . _.. . ... 0 .. · . .. . · : · . . . . .· .' · . ·:·· . · .. . 0 0 . . · _- . 
-·~- ··--··.:-~ · -- · · ·· Cora prov1.des anoth-er p~ral_;te:;t· to. the fert1l1 ty myth of· 
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J ·.. are ma.de wi ih · eggs . (a f'erility sym~l) w~ch she ha$. saved 
' t ' . . \, .. ·_ . _:'] -. . . ,_ ' . 
·1; ·only. with dif:ficuityo. These· cakes -ar_e ··:th.en jettisoned. in, favor' f · - · · · - c>~- · , . , · · ,. 
t - _._ · -·· o~- a Stind·ay dress, 'w~~ch Dewey. Dell· hopes will-· help· her obtain 
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her abortion in townc 
The source for the novel's title also offers parallels 
to the Demeter-Persepl1one-Kor~ mytho The eleventh book o:f 
The Odyssey recounts Odysseus' visit to the underworld» where 
be sees Persephone .ruling the deado. H§,speaks to various 
....... __ . _. 
shades, who can communicate only after they have drunk of 
the smoking blood which Odysseus pours in of:fer.ing upon the . 
groundo This. element has its parallel in the novel when Addie 
speaks of the 0 terrible blood, the red bitter flood b·oiling 
through the land" (166)0 Important among the shades who 
. talk "With Odysseus is Agamemnon, for wl1.om famj_J..y_ lov~has 
I 
culminated in his being murdered by his wifeo Carvel Collins 
... 
• 
points out that in the 1925 Oxford University Pre-ss transla-
tion by Sir Will~am Morris, Agamemnon, urging Odysseus to 
. 
beware of treachery by women, says about Clytemnestra: 
.. 
. ••• I, as I lay dying 
,. 
-·Upon the· swor.d~ raiseo up my han~e t~ ~mite .. h~~,; .-~, ... ,-, ___ ._ '. '. , ... _ ... , 
•-. ·· -......... --:.-::,:,, .. ________ ............... -·-·_ · ···~- _., ,~ · ___ . And shameless.ly she turned away and scorned . . ) 
. , ~ 
' I 
·· ·;_ .. ;~: 
_ To . draw my . eyelids dovm · or close my mouth, 
. : ... 
' ··:\ ~ · ~ -- :: · \ ThoU.gh T w'.as on f.he .!oa4 .. t~ Hadee> e house o 24 . . .. , ·· · - -- · ' · · l . . . . . . . 
· Ii · . ..... .·. £ ,A.p.p_e.atin&,-in--4hi.s-Goat-e*t, --the-P~e-· 0~s I -liay-Dy:tngtr--; -· -_-. ·- -- .. --- --r--- -.-._ -·- ~ :: - - . . - - . -· - - . /' ••..•.•• -~ •••. ~ .. .c. _gbreB sup.port tosthan9vel 00s.paraJ.iels---witii Demeter=PerSl:!phO]l~~=~::: . .. 
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Darl feels his mother has sl10\vn and v1hich .. 1n the end 
destroys himo By the power of his love, Jev,el 
·explodes 
into the fiery deede In As I Lay Dying love becomes a 
-
voiceless rorce tha·t brings the son out of water and 
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Chapter VI: Conclusion 
As I La~ P-ying, while offering a good many parallels 
to myth and legend, never becomes a myth or legend in any 
serious sense o vVhere primitive r.i tt1al places death within 
the creative cycle of life and made descent to the under-
world the. prelude to a new birth, the Bundrens observe the 
ritual and miss the meaningo Where Christian thought makes 
death and suffering instruments of lo~e, redemption, and 
ever-lasting life, death for Addie is the chance to refuse 
love and deny lif'eo1 
No one mythical pattern can be seen as the dominant 
' scheme of As 1 Lay Dyingo No reader or critic can relax. 
in the. confidence that Faulkner 0 s story is 00nothing butn. the 
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Footr1otes 
Chapter I:. ;_.Introduction 
lo Faulkner v1as familiar v1i th botl1 the Old and Nev, 
Testaments, al though he enjoyed tl1e Old Testament more, 
as he stated in his lec~tures a·t the University of Virginia: 
0 To me the New Testament is full of ideas and I 
don't know much about ideaso The Old Testament is 
full of people, perfectly ordinary normal heroes and 
blackguards just like everybody else nowadays, and I 
like to read the Old Testament because i t.',s full of 
people, not ideas® It's people all trying,J to get 
something for nothing OroootO be braver than th~y 
' 
are--just ordinary eve~yday folks, people, tllat's 
wl:zy' I like to read thato That's·apart from the fin~ 
poetry of the prosee" 
. Frederick Lo Gwynn and Joseph Blotner,· edso Faulkner in the 
UniYersit~ (Charlottesville, 1959), PPo 16?~168. 
2o Richard P0 Adam~, Faulkner: ,. }¥ly~h ·and Motion (Princ~to·n, 
1968)~ Po 9o 
'· 
. . ,;, ' - . -
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